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ABSTRACT

George Grant is one of our country's most misread
writers. Known chiefly for his Lament for a Nati-on, he is
considered to be an advocate for both political toryism and a

traditional Canada threatened by the dynamism of United States
(US) style liberal democratic/economic capitalist values. Yet
to subscribe to this view of George Grant is to overlook the
real depth of his work. Though he does draw his ethical
viewpoints from his personal cultural environment, the range
of his concerns is by no means this narrow and parochial. fn
fact, by drawing from his own particular cultural rrsituationrr,
he is actually shedding light on a universal problem: that
traditional- cultural backgrounds the concrete foundations
which shape our ethical lives are being besieged by the
morally relativistic, conforrnist, and hornogenizi,ng forces of
modernity and technol-ogical progress.

This thesis expJ-ores the nature of this universal
problem. Drawing from the wider body of his work and some of
his key sources (such as Hegel, Kojeve, Heidegger, and
Strauss) chapters one and two explore the Grantian contention
that huinankind is evolving towards a tyrannical liberal
democratic/economic capitalist Iuniversal and hornogeneous

staterr: the ultirnate socio-political and economic framework of
rnodernity and technological progress. Chapters three and four
examine how traditional Canadian cultural val-ues (particularly
those of the aboriginals and French speaking Quebecois) are
currently being threatened by this inevitable historical
process.

1\/



TNTRODUCTION

Now all the earth has cried aloud, larnenting:
Now all that r,Jas magnificent of old
laments your falI, Iaments your brethrenrs fall
from honourable statÍon. . .alI lament
in sympathy for your most grievous woes

- Aeschylus: Prometheus Bound

Alex Co1ville,s painting Horse and Train captures the
essence of phiÌosopher George Grantrs views on the

rel-ationship between modernityr and the future of humanity.2

The pj-ece's dark sombre colours reflect Grant,s own pessimism

regarding the clash between traditional- societies and their
val-ues (as represented by the horse) with the forces of
rnodernity and technologicar progress (as represented by the

train). The confines set by the rairway ties and the speed at
which these forces are travelling sets a tone of inevitability
about their col-lision.

A plJzzling aspect of Co1villers work is the horsers

headlong rush to its seemingly inevitable doom. rs it aware

of the train's presence and will it veer off at the last

r. Modernity is a term used to describe the whole process of
human evolution. rt refers not only to how mankindrs physicat
environment has changed over time, but also how human consciousness
has evolved (or not evorved) along side with, or as a resurt of,
these physical changes.

There is a strong connection between Alex Colvi1le and
George Grant. English speaking Justice, for example, is dedicated,
in part, to the artist. rn his rrA Tribute to professor George p.
Grantrr (found in Peter Emberrey's Bv Loving our own,) col-vilre
details the impact Grant had on his artistic life. Àrthur Kroker
uses Col-ville's To Prince Edward Island to describe the theories ofthe Canadian philosopher.



moment? Is it running b1indly, ignorant of the oncoming

collision? or is the horse,s vision dj-storted by the trainrs
headlight, thus lulling it into a state of complacency? ff
Co1vill-e's work is an accurate reflection of Grant's ideas,

then the answer Iies cl-oser to the third option. According

to George Grant, societies, the Canadian one in particular,
are in the process of losing traditional values because many

of their inhabitants accept without question, and in some

cases embrace, the byproducts of modernity and technological
progress. Grant puts forth three related argurnents to support

this point: a) the world has been and is evolving towards a

universal and homogieneous state and this evolution is linked
to moderníty and technological progress; b) the United States

has become the centre of this evolutionary process; c)

canadian societal distinctiveness will farr victim to this
process.

Though Grant's key works r¡¡ere written roughly a quarter

of a century ago and inspired largely by the political,
social, and economic issues which dominated that period, his
thoughts are stiIl relevant and applicable in a world poj-sed

to enter the twenty-first century. One need only examine a

recent academic publication to prove this point. In The End

of Historv and The Last Man, Francis Fukuyama employs the same

basic methodology that Grant uses to explain mankindrs current
state of historical development.



According to this American writer, events such as the

demise of the Soviet Union, the reunification of Germany, and

the collapse of western and non-western dictatorships and

autocracies, are not sinply random occurrences in a chaotic

world environment.3 Rather, they are signs of mankindrs

evolutj-onary progression towards a universal and homogeneous

state - that is a state which transcends class, regional, and

cultural particularism. Like Grant, Fukuyama believes that
this evolutionary process is inevitabte and linked to
rnodernity and technological progress. And, like Grant,

Fukuyama believes that US style democratic liberalism and

econornic capitalism will be the value system which shapes this
process.

The relevance and applicabifity of Grant's thoughts in
today's world, however, lie not so much on what these scholars

agree oD, but in where their thoughts differ. Fukuyama

believes f irnly in the j-nherent rrgoodnessrr of US style
democratic liberalisrn and economic capitalism and seems to
shrug off as inconsequential the replacement of tradÍtional
values with those of nodernity and technological progress.a

'. F. Fukuyama, The End of History and the Last Man, (Don
Mills: Macmillan Canada, J-992) xi-xiii
4. There are very few references about the demise of

traditional cul-tures ín Fukuyama,s text. On page xv of his
introductory chapter, the writer mentions in passing that the
values of the universal and homogeneous state will..rrreplace
traditional forms of social organization such as tribe, sect, and
faniIy...rr. He goes into slightly more detail on the subject in
chapters nineteen and twenty. However, his bías becomes clear



As such, his work is lacking any sympathy to their
replacement. Grantr oD the other hand, mourns their passing.

Though acknowledging the inescapable reality of living in
the present and rejecting as futile a complete return to the
rrgood o1d daysrrr Grant believes that the dernise of traditional
curtural values deserves to be recognized. rn the closing
chapter of Time as History, for example, the scholar states
that we should not embrace completely (as Fukuyama does) the

byproducts of modernity and progress. Instead, he call-s for
us to remember, to Iove, and to thinks about what wirl be rost
in human historical development.

Lament for a Nation is written in this reflective spirit.
As peopre eulogize the passing of roved ones and dear friends,
so too does Grant in this book eulogize the passing of a

distinct canadian cultural presence in the worrd community.

His particurar brand of lament is of the same variety as that
of King David towards his sonrs death. Knowing that his
child's fate was sealed, King David mourned while his son was

still arive. He stopped grieving the moment he heard that his

when he asserts that loyalties given to traditíonal modes of social
organization such as nationality and race are |tirrationalrf when
stacked up against the values of modernity and technologicalprogress. (p.2O:-.)

'. G. Grant, Tirne as History (Canada: Hunter Ross Company)
49



son had died.6 Grant, knowing that traditionat Canadian

culture cannot withstand the pressures of modernity and

progress, mourns before its complete demise as well.
It is a curious form of mourning. After alI, what good

is it to larnent before the end? wourd not that time be better
spent savoring the last moments of companionship? would there
not be time enough for grieving after the inevitable passing?

King David chose to mourn this way in hope that God would

spare his son's Iife. Perhaps aJ-so he did not want to dilute
his feelings of grief with the feeÌings of acceptance and

heaÌing which occur after the death of loved ones. Grantrs

ov¡n lament-before-the-fact is no doubt a reaction to the

dynamic nature of mankindrs evolutionary process.

with most canadians rushing bordly forward along the path

of modernity and progress, they have 1itt1e time or

inclination to mourn what they are leaving behind. By rooking

back, the canadian schorar is recognizing the worth of what

will be irretrievabry lost. Moreover, when the universal and

homogeneous state is upon us, traditional curturar varues wilr
be litt1e more than vague memories, if they are even

remembered at all. No one will be able to mourn their passing

ó. Longing for the beautiful Bathsheba, King David ordered her
husband, uriah, sent to a military front, knowing full well that
the man would die there. upon hearing of uriahrs death, David took
Bathsheba as his own wife. God punished the Jewish king (in part)
by striking the couple's first child with a fatal ill-ness. These
events are chronicled in 2 Samuel L1,-LZ.



properly. rf this is to be the case, then what better tirne to
grieve than before their demise, when their worth can stirr be

appreci-ated?

At any rate, sentirnentality is not the only justification
for a reexamination of Grantrs works. His exercises of
rrremembering, loving, and thinkingrr revear a disturbing aspect

of mankindts evol-ution towards the universal and homogeneous

state. Through the course of his reflections, Grant comes to
the conclusion that the end of history wilJ- usher in an era of
tyranny. Liberal democratic/capitalist values will be unable

to prevent this state of affairs. rndeed, they wirl even

perpetuate this future tyranny.

rt is a fate which has omi-nous implications f or
Canadians when considered against our current constitutional
problems. The traditíonat ties which bind this country
together are unravelling as v/e grope to come to terms with
fundamental questions of national identity in a modern

technological worrd. How the issues surrounding this
collective introspection are resorved may very well determine

canada's ability to remain as a distinct poriticar unit. An

exploration of Grant,s concerns can provide some much needed

insight as to hor¿ the world is currentry evolving and how this
evolution wil-l- affect Canadians.

This paper will seek to do just this. By examining

Grant's works and applying thern to our current poritical
situation, it will show how traditional canadian societal



values are being besieged by the forces of modernity and

progress. Furthermore, through Grant's framework, this paper

will prove that we will inevitably lose our distinct nature by

being Iul-]ed into accepting values accentuated by universal
and homogenizing institutions such as our constitution in
general and our charter of Rights and Freedoms in particurar.
written in the spirit of a Grantian lament, it witr serve as

an exercise of frremembering, loving, and thinkingil about what

v/e are losing in this evolutionary process.

Reinforcing the notion of inevitability, the first
chapter of this paper will trace the dialectical relationship
between man, society and progress. rn doing so, it wil_l
provide a brief historicar account of manrs evolution towards

the universar and homogeneous state. The importance of
technology and ideological liberarisrn to this process will
also be explored. Finally, this chapter wirl show how the
united states has become the centre of this evorutionary
course. Fukuyama's research wilt be used to provide current
illustrations.

chapter two of this paper wirl explore crant's skepticism
regarding the inherent rrgoodness, of manrs evolution towards

the universal and homogeneous state. First, it wirl attack,
as Grant does, the western assumption that rnodernity and

technological advancement wirl automaticarly lead to what is
commonly referred to as human progress. This attack wirl_ be

accomplished by briefly reviewing the concerns of the ancient



Greeks and Jews over this issue. Examples of human suffering
caused by technologicaì- advancements will arso be used to
dispel the widely held Western assurnption.

Second, this chapter will focus on Grantts assertion
that the universal and homogeneous state wirl be tyrannical
in nature. However, before delving into the scholarrs
thoughts on this issue, a riberal democratic definition of
tyranny will be offered. The seemingly paradoxical concept

of a liberal- frtyranny of the rnajority" put forth by such

writers as Madison and De Tocqueville wilr be explored

beforehand as weI1. once this is done, Grantrs fears on the

issue will- be discussed at length. The overt rrtyrannicalrl

conduct of us liberal democratic regimes, particularly their
conduct towards Canada, will serve as illustratíons.

The third chapter of this paper will show the

applicability of Grant's ideas in a modern canadian context.
First, our country's current political situation wirr be

detailed. Addressed will be such issues as Quebec nationalism
and aboriginal cultural self-determination. once this is
done, possibre arternatives to our future as put forth by such

writers as WilI Kymlicka, Charles Taytor (the journalist), and

especially charles Tayror (the university of Montreal

professor) will be examined and refuted through Grantj-an

logic. This task wilr be accomplished by distinguishing
between the overt and covert tyrannicar effects of modernity

and progress.



Overt tyrannical actions irnply some form of external
subjugation. The annexation or absorption of canada into the

united states body politic wourd be an example of the overt
tyranny of modernity and progress. By retaining the physical

trappings of politicat independence (such as our f1ag,

currency, and governing institutions), our country has

seemingly escaped this fate.
Covert tyrannical actions, oD the other hand, refer to

the abol-ition and replacement of traditional values with those

which wilÌ undergird the universal homogeneous state. The

existence of a number of value systems (or ideologies) gives

peopJ-e a basis of choice in quarity of l-ife decision making.

They provide arternative hrays at tooking at human social,
political, and economic interaction. once these values are

replaced by those of modernity and progress, however, people

will- have fewer paths to choose from in their quest for the
good rife. rt is an internar form of subjugation, one that is
perpetuated by societal instituti_ons.

chapter four of this paper witt show how our institutions
are inparting liberar democratic/capitarist values at the

expense of traditional competing values. To achieve this, the
cause-effect-cause relationship between societies and their
policy shaping institutions will be explored. This process

will be detailed in a canadian context. Drawing on the works

of such scholars as Aran cairns and peter Russell, this
chapter will show how our constitution, particularly through



the liberal rights provisions in the charter of Rights and

Freedoms, is undermining the varues which rnake canada a
distinct political entity.

rn the last section of this thesis, the Grantian theme of
inevitability wil-I be reiterated. This will be done by

briefry reviewing the points made in the previous chapters.
During this review, the author wilr comment on Grantrs

religious bel-iefs and how these politicar bel-iefs shaped his
political outlook. Though the canadian philosopher refers to
them rarely in the wider body of his works, these beriefs
provide a possible ans!ùer as to why he abandons any hope he

might once have had for humankind in avoiding the coming of
the universal and homogeneous state. For Grant, true
happiness can onry be secured in the spiritual real_m and

cannot be achieved through purely secular means.

i_0



CHÀPTER ONE:

To¡rards the Universal and Eomogeneous gtate

...The whole mass of ideas and concepts that have
been current until no\^r, the very bonás of the worrd,are dissol-ved and coll-apsing inLo themserves like avision in a dream. A new emergence of spirit is at
hand. . .
-Georg Hegel: Lectures at Jena

It's the end of the world as we know it...
and I feel fine...

REM : Document

George Grant's critique of modernity is predicated around

the concept of universal history. For him, the course of
human events does not unfold randomryr êrs a meaningless

corl-age of occurrences, deeds and experiences. Rather, he

believes that there is an ordered progressive pattern to these
events, with marked stages and a defined end. By studying
human history within his evolutionary paradigrn, he draws

concl-usions about the nature of this process.

rt is an anarytical approach by no means unique to Grant.
According to Fukuyama, the idea of a universal history has

been conmon in western thought since the advent of
christianity a berief system which adheres to a crearly
established beginning for humankind (creation) and a crearJ_y

estabrished end (the day of judgenent).7 since then, securar
versions of this basic rnethodology have been introduced by

'. F. Fukuyama, The End of Historv and the Last Man , 56

1_1



such scholars as Bacon, Machiavelli, and Kant.8 Grant's
conviction of the universar and homogeneous state as the end

result of human evolutíon is itself borrowed from the works of
Kojeve, who in turn draws heavily from Hegetrs phenomenology

of spirit. stiIl, as much as the canadian philosopher is not
the first to use this generar approach, and as much as his
specific view of universal- history is not whorly unique as

well, the conclusions he draws from his anarysis differ from

those of his sources and thus bear some scrutiny.
This chapter will exprore Grantrs view of human progress

in detail-. Examined first will be the reratj_onship between

his view of universal history and those of HegeÌ and Kojeve.
Next, attention will be given to the specifics of the theory:
namely how the universal and homogeneous state has, is, and

will be shaped by the liberal democratic/economic capitalist
val-ue system. once this is accomplished, Grant's opinion on

technorogy (both human and nonhuman) and his conviction about
the united states being the centre of this evolutionary
process, will be studied. The works of Fukuyama will be used

to provide current examples.

***

o. rbid. 57
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In basic terms, Grantts Hegelian influenced view of
universal history is dj-alecticat in nature. For socratic
Greek scholars such as plato, the dialectic v/as a dialogical
means used to resorve tensions between confricting ideas.e

rndividuars with opposing viewpoints would engage in debates

to determine which of their hypotheses was more true. Through

the process of dialogue, the inherent contradictions in the
lesser theory would emerge, forcing it to adapt and change in
accordance with the better one. rf both hypotheses v/ere found

wanting, their inherent contradictions would cause them both
to chang'e.10 conf lict, contradiction, and change form the
essence of the Pl-atonic dialectic.

Though used primarily as method of philosophicaÌ
discussion, the dialogicar principle nevertheless underpins
the Hegelian notion of the universal- and homogeneous state.lr
According to Hegel (as interpreted by Kojeve), humankind, due

to an innate desire for peer recognition, is invorved in a

contj-nuous process of labour (man against nature) and struggle
(man against man) towards a political order that wirl

H.c. GadamerrrrHegel and the DialectÍc
Philosophersrr in Hegel's Dialectic ed. p.C Snith
University Press, t976) 5

of Lhe Ancient
(New Haven: Yale

r0. Fukuyama, The End of Historv and the Last Man, 6I
1r. rbid . 6t
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ultinatery satisfy this innate desire.12 The resul_t of this
evol-utionary process wilr be a state that is politicarly
universal- (one that incrudes the maximum number of people
possible for recognition) and socially homogeneous (one that
includes the maximum number of peers possible for
recognition).13 Through the dialectic process of conflict,
contradiction, and change, order political orders will be

negated in favour of ones which better reflect mankind,s need

for peer recognition.

Kojeve points out that Àl-exander the Great/s empire was

an early manifestation of this evolutionary trend. Though

Al-exander was not the first ruler to extend the borders of his
realm, he $/as of the first to offer a unique form of
citizenship to his subjects. citizenship in his domain was

not reserved excl-usivery for his own people - the Macedonians.

Rather, societal rights and privileges $rere extended to al-l- of
the subjects he deemed worthy, irrespective of their racial
or].gl_ns. Moreover, in keeping with this spirit of
universarity, Arexander encouraged the Macedonians and Greeks

to enter into marriages with the other races in his empire.ra

Al-exander,s idea of universar citizenship was infruenced
by some of the precepts of crassical Greek philosophy.

12 A. Kojeve,
Basic Books Inc.,

13 rbid. 55

14 A. Kojeve,
(Ithaca: Cornell

(New York:
r_e6e )

rrTyranny and Wi.sdomrr in On Tvranny ed. A. BloomUnj-versity press , \963¡ f8O-fef t4



rnspired by the works of such wise men as Arj_stotle and plato,
the Macedonian based his empire on the spirit or essence of
Greek civilization and culture.rs rt sras a basis of unity
which coul-d transcend narrow geographic and ethnic loyarties.

Despite its universal- character, however, Àrexanderrs
empire v/as not an adequate moder Èo represent mankindrs
continuous process of struggre and labour. Though it courd
provide the maximum number of people necessary for
recognition, it courd not provide the maximum number of peers
required. The term ttpeerrr connotes sameness, equality of
status. Alexander,s empire v/as a srave state, made up of two

unequal societal- cl-asses. t6

Kojeve argues that early christian doctrine, did much to
reconcile these class differences. The religion made its
fol-l-owers rrfundarnentarly equal,r ignoring not only geographic
and ethnic dif f erences, but crass distinctions as wel_l-.

Greeks, Jevls, masters, and sraves, vJere all_ accorded the same

spiritual status in the eyes of the movement.tT

Às a rerigious ethic, hor^Iever, christianity could only
provide a universal and homogeneous church. The basis of a

universal and homogeneous state only occurred with the decline
of religion, with ress emphasis being placed on spiritual

tt Kojeve, rrTyranny and Wisdofitt, 1963

tó G. Grant, tTyranny and wisdomr! in Technologv and Empire(Toronto: Anansi press, 1969) 87
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values and more being placed on securar (ideological) ones.

Kojeve states that Napoleonrs empire was one of the fÍrst
states that courd truly satisfy, ât reast in theory, manrs

innate desire for peer recognition.rE

Though the scholar provides no eraboration of this last
point in the body of his text, a brief examination of
Naporeonic history within the Heger-Kojeve di_alectical
framework will show it to be true. Extending virtualry from
one end of the European continent to the other, Napoleonrs

empire was universar in orientation. At its zenith between

l-81-o-l-812, spain, Holland, rtaly, and the Germanic states in
the confederation of the Rhine were among its annexed

territories and dependencies.le The principles embodied in the
code Napoleon provided a trans-geographic and trans-ethnic
basis of unity for the realm much as the essence of Greek

civilization did for Àl_exanderrs empire.

unlike the precepts of Helrenic curture, however, the
code Naporeon offered a substantiar degree of societal
homogeneity to the people it represented. promurgated ín 1807,

the legar code enshrined some of the egalitarian principles
which evolved frorn the French revorutionary period. Though

its chief purpose v/as to protect individual property rights
and the interests of the business niddle crass, the code

tt Kojeve, fntroduction to the Reading of Heqe1, 69

le M. Chambers et. aI. The !,Iestern Experience (New york: AlfredA, Knopf , 1-983) 733
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Napoleon was universally applied throughout the empire,

aborishing in its wake traditj-onal and parochial Ìega1

customs.zO citizens in warsaw, therefore, were accorded the
same rights and restrictj-ons as citizens in paris. A1r were

equaÌ under the Law.

with these facts in mind, it wourd be reasonable to
assume that Naporeon,s enpire, arong with the principres which

shaped it, courd have served as the political moder for
mankind's evorutionary process. After all, its raws provided
people of the niddle cIass, a societar group which had

previ-ousIy chaffed under the economic and politicat
restrictions of socialJ-y immobire monarchical regimes, with a

greater opportunity to secure recognition. rn this case,

recognition courd be realized through the financial gains of
business entrepreneurialship. The accumul_ation of weal_th

through one's ovtn means v/as a measure of success and a source
of admiration among peers. Even members of the workl_ng

classes, if they v¡ere abre and ambitious, could achieve these
rewards of recognition under the code Napoleon. Moreover, as

the empire encompassed much of the continent, it provided a

great number of people to acknowledge these personal
achievements.

Yet despite furfilling the basic requirements of
unj-versality and homogeneity, Naporeon's regime hras not the
political model which wourd shape mankindrs evorutj_onary

20 E. M. Burns et. a1. I{estern civirizations (New york:
Norton & Company, I9B4), 7OL
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progression. Nor did France become the centre of this
process. Defeated by his enemies for the last time in 1815,

Napoleon was exiled to the island of st. Herena, where he died

roughly six years later.2r The continental order that he

created v/as promptly reptaced by parochial absorutist
monarchies an internationar order that would exist intact
until the First World War.

A number of reasons are offered for the demise of the
Napoleonic empire. The French, for example, courd not destroy

Great Britainrs naval superiority and thus, couJ_d not
successfully interrupt the rsland country's globar trade
patterns. Nor could Napoleon successfully create a

continental trade system at the exclusion of the English.
strategic defeats in spain and Russia undermined Francers

military strength, rendering the empire vulnerable to combined

enemy attack.22

Whatever the reasons offered, however, the fal1 of
Naporeonts empire seems to point out an inconsistency in
Kojevers 1ogic. rf his notion of mankindrs dynamic historical
progression is true, then why did a state which possessed the
politically universal and socially homogeneous characteristics
necessary for this process faIl in defeat? Moreover, how

rbid.707

Chambers
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could it be defeated by regimes representing traditional,
reactionary values?

To answer these questions, one must bear in mind the role
technology plays in mankind's historical progression. For

many, the term technology brings to mind a relationship
between hurnankind and machines. The rerationship can be

viewed in a negative or positive light, but the key fact is
that man and machine are regarded separatery. From this
perspective, humankind in generar and human evol-ution in
particular exists independentry of technology. George Grant,

however, takes a different view, equating human progress with
technological progiress. 23

Driven by our process of struggle and labour, or as he

defines it, our wilr to mastery, Grant argues that v/e

constantry shape both ourselves (our inner consciousness) and

our externar environment.2a rndeed, the changes we make to our

physical surroundings can be viewed as an external reflection
of the changes in self-perception that $¡e are creating. The

conquest of nature then, is an important element in our quest

for recognition. The better hre can control- and shape our

23 G. Grant, ttÀ platitudet' in Technoroqy and Enpire (Toronto:
Anansi Press, L969) :-37

24 G. Grant, ttln Defence of North Americatt in Technologv and
Empire (Toronto: Anansi press, i-969) 18
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physical surroundings, the better vJe can read ourserves to the
end of history.25

To herp us conquer nature, we invent tool_s. Buirding on

the ideas and scientific discoveries of preceding generations,
these tool-s (technorogicar innovations) become increasingly
sophisticated over tine. The discovery of fire, the
development of brass and iron lreapons, the use of mechanized

equipment, such as rooms, steam and erectric engines and more

recentry computers; arl have evolved out of our wirr to
mastery. Thus, in order for a politicar order to represent
man's dynamic quest for recognition, it must not only be

universal and homogeneous in nature, it must al_so be that at
the forefront of technorogicaJ_ innovation. Because if our
process of struggle and rabour is linked to the conquest of
nature, and the conquest of nature depends on the use of
tools, then the political order that can create the best, most

efficient tools, wilr best be able to fulfi11 rnankindrs

ul-timate goaJ-.

Although Napoleon's empì-re vras a ,modernrr regime, that is
a regime founded upon some of the most innovatíve poritical,
social, and strategic principres available at that time, it
hras not the centre of technologicaJ_ progress. The French

leader may have been nore willing or better abl_e to adopt new

concepts and tools than his contemporaries, but these

20

" Kojeve, Introduction to the Readinq of Hegel-, 49



innovations v/ere avaiÌabl-e to arr. For example, Napoleon was

not responsibre for the creation of, nor did it have excrusive
access to, rnilitary artillery. He was, however, quicker to
successfuJ-Iy incorporate this toor of war into his strategic
planning.26

The reasons offered for the farl of Napoleonrs empire can

be attributed to its technologicar rimitations. Naporeon did
not have the industrial capacity to exclude Great Britain
indefínitely from continental trading. Nor could France

develop and manufacture better, more efficient ships than the
British ships which could have been used neutralize or
destroy British navar superiority. without the capacity to
defeat this last great enemy, the empire's forward movement

was stalled. Dissatisfaction spread among its dependencies,

satellites, and arlies as it increasingry became unabre to
justify its rore as the representative of modernity and

progress .27

Thus, though severely weakened by military defeats in
Russia, the empire would most likeIy have coltapsed under its
own weight. The econornic avenues of fered to the peopJ_e in the
annexed territories and dependencies could secure short term
loyarty, but eventual]-y the people in these regions would have

demanded poritical satisfaction. rndeed, the notion of state

26 P. paret, rrNapoleon and
Modern Strategv ed. p. paret
Press,1986) 1-24-125

27 Chambers et al., 73g

the Revolution in Waril in Makers of
(New Jersey: princeton University
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nationalism which developed out of the French Revolution and

was later used by the Ernperor to marshall strength in France,

wourd most likeIy have filtered to these subject people,

fuelling their desire for some form of independent politicar
expression. At any rate, it would not be untir nearry one

hundred and fifty years after the Naporeonrs final defeat
before a state system would arise combining the universal and

homogeneous politicaì- principles introduced by the empire

along with the technological capacity necessary to read

mankind's evolutionary process.

George Grant states that there have been three regimes in
the twentieth century with the potential to lead man into the
end of history: Hitler's (Nazi) Gerrnany, the Marxist-Leninist
soviet union, and the liberal democratic/capitalist united
states.28 Nazi Germany, the youngest of the three state
systems, hras also the first to falr. Hitrerrs vision of an

Aryan dominated (popurated) universal and hornogeneous world
order proved repugnant to most people outside of Germany. rn
L945, his regime was defeated by the combined technorogical
forces of the soviet union, the united states and their
al1ies.

The soviet union, undergirded by Marxist-Leninist
(communist) principles, held its claim as the representative
of man's evolutionary process much longer than Nazi Germany.

with its stress on universa]- equality of condit,ion (a forrn of

28 G. Grant, Time as Historv, 10 22



equality which rejects any class distinctions), Marxj-sm-

Leninism provided a trans-ethnic, trans-geographical basis of
unity to an otherwise societalJ-y heterogeneous political
order. The ideorogyrs internationalist orientatj-on also
enabred the soviet union to expand its sphere of infl-uence
into large segments of the global cornmunity by providing
developing countries such as Angola, cuba, and North Korea

with a governing moder to dear with the forces of modernity
and progress. Às such, the Eurasian country had a universar
and homogeneous political basis to satisfy the Hegelian
requirements for peer recognitíon.

unlike Hitrer's Nazism, soviet Marxism-Leninism provided
a comprehensive alternative to the otder means of expressing
our technological wirl to mastery. .According Èo communist

theory, in the older economi-c system (capitalism), the forces
of production (capitar) are owned primarily by one social
crass (capitarists). workers sell or rent their services to
this sociar class in exchange for some kind of wage.2e Through

their uses of the toor-s and materials of production, workers
create products or goods -goods that have acquired a greater
varue than the materiars and toors that went into their
production.30

2e M.J. Brodie and J. Jenson, crisis, charlenqe & change(Ontario: Methuen publications, 1980) 6

30 E.K. Hunt, property and prophets (New york: Harper & Row,198r_) 88
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Marxist-Leninists believe that this system is unjust.
They argue that capitalists, who usually pray no part in the
production process, receive the benefits of surplus value,
that is the value difference between the finished product and

the varue of the materials and toors before production; and

workers, who through their efforts create surplus varue,
receive no share.3r The onry way that this injustice can be

resolved is through the cornmunal ownership of the forces of
production and through the equar sharing of surprus varue.

Despite fulfirling the basic politicar and

technol-ogical/economic requirements necessary to represent
mankind's evolutionary process, however, the soviet union
ceased to exist in 199i-. rts demise differed from that of
Napoleonic France and Hitrer's Germany. while Napoleon and

Hitler v/ere defeated militarily by their enemies, the soviet
union collapsed J-argely under the force of its own weight.
The process began formally with the near bloodless revolutions
in íts Eastern and centrar European dependencies, curminating
with the secession of the soviet Repubrics from the national
government. Though this chain of events surprísed many

western political- and miritary experts, Fukuyama predicted in

31 rbid.88-89
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l-989 that communism would become largery discredited as an

ideological model for modernity and progress.32

Fukuyama, arguing along Heger-Kojeve rines, asserts that
the soviet union fetl because its citizens could not fuIly
rearize their desire for economic and (or) political
recognition through Marxism-Leninj-sm.33 with its stress on the
communar ownership of capital and the equar sharing of surplus
varue, conmunism downplays the role of efficiency in the
production process. More emphasis is placed on social aspects

of the economic relations (such as fu1l employment) than in
the ability to create a variety of goods in rarge quantities
(which is valued in systems stressing efficiency). Though the
soviet union and the Marxist-Leninist regimes in Eastern

Europe could provide some goods to their constituents, more

goods in fact than can be obtained in developing countries,
they courd not offer the variety and quantity of goods

available in the profit-driven economically efficient Western

states.3a citizens in communist regimes became dissatisfied
because they measured their economic desire for recognition
not by what goods they had in rerationship to developing

countries, but by their revel- of consumer deprivation in
relation to Western countries.

32 Fukuyama, rrThe End
December 12, 1989

of Historytr in The Globe and Mail_

33 Fukuyama,

34 lbid. 93

The End of Historv and the Last Man, L77
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Àccording to Fukuyama, the soviet union and its Eastern
European satellites also collapsed because the totalitarian
nature of Marxist-Leninist regimes proved i-rreconcilable with
mankind's need to nurture serf-worth.35 The writer states that
to escape persecution, citizens in these states had to
constantly subordinate personal desires in favour of
officially sanctioned principres.3ó Arthough individuars in
any societal system must compromise personal interests for the
sake of coexistence, the lever of deference required in
communist regj-mes v/as tantamount to complete submission.

Marxism-Leninisrn provided some citizens with a means to
fool themselves into believing that they r¡/ere sacrif icing
their own needs for a greater good, but eventually this berief
gave v/ay under constant pressures of compromise and

submission. For many of these people, the knowledge that they
htere living under fear of persecution threatened their sense

of freedom and serf-worth, thus denying them their need for
the peer recognition of this self-worth.37 At any rate,
because their basic economic and politicar requirements were

not being met, the constituents of the soviet union and its
Eastern European allies abandoned their Marxi_st-Leninist
institutions in favour of an ideological and governing

35 lbid. t-Bi-

3ó rbid. :-67

37 tbid. L77
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framework which could dernocratic riberalisrn/ economic

capitalisrn.

To Fukuyarna, this fundamental economic and political
shift IaIas an exercise of rational choice. The constituents of
the former soviet union and its Eastern European all_ies knew

that democratic liberalism/economic capitalism v/as the best
means by which they could satisfy their desire for peer

recognition.3s rn the economic sphere, capitalisrn could
provide them what it provided for peopÌe in Napoleonrs empíre:
consumer wealth as a gauge in measuring both self-worth and

worth in relation to others. rndividuals could prove their
initiative by securing the ownership of capitaJ- and/or
accumulating a wide variety of goods. Though this liberal
economic system perpetuates a form of cl-ass distinction based

on wealth, it is stirl egaritarian by virtue of the fact that
it extends the opportunity for materiat success to al_r.3e

rn the political sphere, this ideological and qoverning
framework offers peopre a means of preserving and enhancing
estimations of self-worth that the Marxist-Leninist regimes in
Eastern Europe and the former soviet union courd not.
rndividuals in riberar democracies are accorded certain
fundamentar rights (guarantees) against possibJ_e abuses by

38 tbid. zos
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other individuals and society as a whole.ao Because of these

guarantees (which are usually enshrined in some form of
charter or bill of rights), there Ís less of a need for people

to subordinate their wil1s to avoid persecution.

Citizens in liberal- democracies can also enhance their
estimations of self-worth through the shaping of governrnent

policy. I{hether this involvement is manifested directly, by

seeking public office, or indirectJ-y, by voting for those who

are seeking pubtic office, people in these countries have a

real- choj-ce j-n formulating the laws and guidelines under which

they live.ar Fukuyarna argues that democratic liberal_ism
bridges the master-srave gap which characterizes arr other
poritical- moders created and used throughout mankindrs
dialectical journey. The governing process is one of self-
mastery, therefore one which accords the measure of self-v¡orth
that can only be achieved through mastery.4z

Anyhow, Fukuyama is stating that it is by conscious
choice that liberalism/economic capitarism is becoming (has

become?) the model for the universal and homogeneous state.
As the constituents of the former Soviet Uni-on and its Eastern
European al-lies r^rere avrare of this model's economic and

political benefits and sought for it activeryr so too wirl-

a0 Fukuyama, The End of History and the Last Man, 202
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oppressed people throughout the world make a sirnilar choice.a3

Humankind will stirl have to deal with such issues as

pollution, unernployment, and world hunger, but as time
progresses, more people wilr choose to deal with them within
a liberal democratic/economic capitarist framework. To

il-rustrate his point, the American writer offers some

statistics detailing this varue systemrs growing popularity.
rn 1940, there vrere only thirteen riberal democracies

worldwide. By 1990, there were sixty-one.4
Though George Grant's key works on the subject v¡ere

published at a time when the Marxist-Leninist soviet union
courd still- make a realistic clain as the representative of
modernity and progress, he too is convj_nced that t/e will
define our f'v¡ill to mastery' through democratic liberarisn/
economic capitalism. To him, it is the ideological and

governing model- which can best shape mankindrs evolutionary
process. However, in a break frorn the Heget-Kojeve-Fukuyama

line of argument, Grant al-so stresses that the united states
will become the centre of this process.

Both Hegel and Kojeve have distinctively European visions
of the universar and hornogeneous state. Heger, for example,

bel-ieving that the values of Napoleonic France would shape the
forces of modernity and progress, states that the beginning of

rbid.51_
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the end of history occurred in 1806- with the French military
victory over reactionary prussia at Jena.as rn his brief
sketch of mankind's diarectical history, Kojeve ends with
Napoleonic France as welt and makes no reference to the
American liberar revorution which started in 1776. Though

Fukuyama ref ers t.o rf the spirit of L77 6 , n he does so in
conjunction with the varues of the French Revolution, and does

not equate the united states directly as the representative of
this process . a6

Grant, on the other hand, berieves that united states can

best represent the forces behind mankind's diarectical
evorution because it is a country without a history before the
age progress.a? when the first protestant settlers (puritans)
came to North America, they encountered an untamed wilderness,
a land that was not yet theirs. The taming of this frontier
(as welr as its natives) was not onty a way to make the land
their ov/n, but arso the central way these puritans expressed
outwardly their berief in God.a8 Technorogical advancement was

a byproduct of this religious quest. with the decl_ine of
rerigious puritanisrn, materiar and technologicar advancement

became an end in itself as opposed to just a means to an end.

ot Kojeve, fntroduction to the Reading of Heqel, 4L
aó Fukuyama, The End of History and the Last Man, zoo

Grant, ttlrl Defence of North Àmericarrin Technologv andEmpire (Toronto: Anansi press, 1969) 17
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Arguing from this perspective, Europe as a whole has not
become the dynamic centre of modernity and progress because it
is not purely driven towards technological mastery as is the
united states. Dutch-Engrish puritanism may have evolved out
of European culture, but it is only a fragment of the sum of
attitudes, beliefs, and traditions, some conducive to
technological progress and some not, which make up the essence

of that curture.ae Europeans have been l-ess inclined to shape

their external- environment than North Americans. After arI,
their land vras already their o!ì/n, shaped graduarly by each

succeedj-ng generation.

By the same token, Europe did not (and still does not)
represent the modern varues of ideorogical riberarism as

purely as the united states. The French Revolution, for
exampre, rnarked a dramatic attempt Èo replace traditional
authoritarian values with liberar democratic ones.

symbolizing this attempt, the readers of the revolution
introduced a new calendar, with day one representing the first
day of the new politicaL order.50 French liberalism, however,

coul-d not ignore or eradicate traditionar attitudes and ways

of thinking. Though Naporeon's empire exported many of the
Revorution's principres throughout the European continent, the
Iiberal democratic notion of poJ-itical self-determination was

rbid. l-8-L9
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not one of them. rndeed, because of its highry central-ized
bureaucrâcy, his regime v¡as in nany v/ays more absolutist than
some of the authoritarian monarchies he was combating.

ïn contrast, the l-iberal democratic/economic capitalist
val-ues underlying the American Revolution flourished.
According to Louis Hartz, the British American colonies $/ere

founded armost exclusiveÌy by a riberar fragmentsr of the

sr. Hartz developed his rf fragment theoryr in order to expJ_ain
Yfy European -cultures (such as the British culture) have evolveddj-fferently than the cultures in their former colonies (such as theÀmerj-can culture). Arguing that curtures can be defined by th;basic value orientations (ideologies) which underlie them, Hartzasserts that there are three such basic ideological orientätionsrconservatism (toryisn), liberalism, and sociaiisrn. These threevalue sets are interrelated. Ideological liberatism, for example,with its stress on the sanctity of the individuar_ and theegaritarian notion _o.f . equ3lity oi opportunity, deveroped as aresponse to the traditional communitaiian conservatism, with itsmore static and hierarchical view of human relations. rdeologicalsociarism, in turn, .de_yeJ,oped as a response to liberaliil;=-;;;;i;high regard f or individual rights j conbining 

"orr="rrr.tism'scommunitarian outlook towards social responsiUiÍity-along with ãnotion of egalitarianisrn that is based on equality- of conditionrather than liberarism's equal-ity of opportunitv.Hartz argues that European óulturäã have eüolved differentJ-ythan those of their former colonies because the latter were notpopulated by a true ideological cross-section of the mothersociety, but rather were poputãted by ideologicar tiagments of themother society. For example, whereãs seventeenth ana eigntãentñcentury Britain_was prim.iiry conservative in orieniãtiorr, with aminority liberal segment, moèt of the American setCtãrs came fromthe liberar seg'rnent. rn the nineteenth and twentieth century,ideological socialism flourished in Britain because oi tn" presenceof both conservatism and liberal j-sm in its cultural inafe-up.soci-alisrn floundered in the united states because of the absence ofconservatisrn in its cultural value make-up. For more infornationon the fragment theory, please consult r,oüis Hartzrs rne roundingof NPw societies. willian christian and colin canpbell offer aprecis of the theory in their Political Parties and'T6..rlcrrrio< in
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mother s o c i e t y . sz Traditional
communi-tarian tory (conservative) values, which hrere dominant
then in Britain, were a distinct ideorogical rninority in North
America. Conservatism hras so weak that it virtuatly ceased to
exist in the united states after the Revorution.s3 Àt any
rate, if mankind's process of struggle and rabour can best be
expressed in a technol0gically innovative and liberal
democratic/capitalist order, then the united states, âs the
most purery technorogicarry driven and most purery liberal
democratic/capitarist state, wilr be at the centre of this
process.

Yet, as much as this point distinguishes George Grantrs
views on the nature of modernity and progress from those of
Hegel, Kojeve, and Fukuyama, his pessimisrn regarding the
inherent rrgood.nessrr of this process marks a much cl_earer
break. Both Kojeve and Fukuyama are optinistic about Hegel,s
view of the end of history. Kojeve, believing that there
would be no need for philosophers in the universal and
homoqeneous state, abandoned his teaching and research,
spending the rest of his rife promoting European integration.5a

s2 L. Hartz, rThe Fragmentation of European cur_ture andrdeology, in . .ã. -iã"i= Hartz (NewYork: Harcourt, Brace @
53 I^i. christian and 

- C. __Campbellr- _rdeoloqies in canada (canada: Mccråw-Hïir Ryerson, 1990 ) 26
s4 B. cooper,

Hegerianism (Toronto:@nto press, L'BA) 10
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Though Fukuyama is less overtly enthusiastic about mankind's
evolutionary process than is Kojeve, his concerns cannot be

measured against those of George Grant.55

rn the conclusion of his article frThe End of History, rl

Fukuyama states that he is saddened by the coming of the new

world order.56 His sadness, however, is not a challenge to his
belief that we can best fulfirl our basic aoaJ_s and

aspirations through the liberal democratic/economic capitalist
universal and homogeneous state.s7 Nor is it meant to be a

criticism of the human tendency towards serf-creation and the
conquest of nature. Rather, he is more concerned that the end

of history will rob us of the nobre character of our process
of struggre and rabour - the willingness to fight and die for
abstract ideological principles.58 Grantr oD the other hand,
questions more fundamentalry the rgoodness, of the entire
process. His concerns will- form the basis of the second
chapter of this paper.

55 rt is interesting to note that Fukuyama was a high levelfunctio¡ary in the us state Department - a buieaucratic institutionin the heart of. modernity and progress. Thus, like Kojeve, h¿ ;;;actively working towards trre - Iiberal democratic/capitalistuniversar and homogeneous state. He is currently contl_nuî"g-;[hãgood figh¡tt as a resident consultant at the Rand coiporation.

_ :u Fukuyama, ,The End of Historyrr in The Çrobe and MailDecember 18, 1989

57 Fukuyama,

s8 Fukuyama,
December 18, 1-989

, 337

rrThe End of Hj_storyr in The G1obe and Mail_
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CEÄPTER TWO:

The Tyranny of tfodernity and progress

In a monarchy, adulation is paid to the prince;
in a democracy to the people, or the publicr. ñeitherhears the truth as often as is whol-esome, and both suffer

from want of the corrective. The man who resists thetyranny of a monarch, is often sustained by the voices ofthose around hirn; but he who opposes the innovations of thepubrick in a democracy, not onty finds hinserf struggringwith po\^¡er, but with his own neighbors.
-James Fenimore Cooper: The American
Dernocrat

$Ie must all be al-ike. Not everyone born free and equal asthe constitution says, but everyone made equal.Each -man the
image of every other; then arl- ãre happy, tor there are no
mountains to make them cov/er, to judge-Lhernselves against.

-Ray Bradbury: Fahrenheit 451_

Lament for a Nation is George Grantrs mosL widery read
book. Though structured around Prirne Minister Diefenbakerrs

defeat in the l-963 generar election, it is no mere tribute to
the politician or his party, the progressive conservatives.
Rather, the book chronicles what Grant berieves to be a

crucial turning point (or better yet point of no return) in
canadian politics: namery that point where our country becomes

firnly, inextricably bound to the US shaped, liberal_
democratic/economic capitalist universal and homogeneous

state. Because the latter is the regime model which best
represents the process of human and non-human technological
development, Grant argues that no other regime model, not even

one founded upon the joint principles of Canadian nationalisrn
and (communi,tarian) socialism, wilr be abre to serve as a

realistically possible or viable governing arternative.
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Grant's central concern (or cause for larnent) in this
book is that mankind's inevitabl-e evolutionary course (as

outlined by Heger, Kojeve, Fukuyama, and. Grant hinself ín the
first chapter of this thesis) will mark the end of a

distinctry canadian curturar presence in the worrd community.
Before expanding on the canadian philosopherrs views, hor,ùever,

it wil-I first be necessary to define what is meant by the
terms political culture and canadian political culture. The

term political curture is an arr encompassing one, one that
reflects, at the deepest level, the very essence of a

society's identity. simpry put, it defi-nes what constitutes
a particular society: how people within it see themserves in
relation to those around them, what matters to them, what
their values are (both as individuars and col_lectively).
societar institutions (such as parliament) and institutionat
arrangements (such as federatism) are also included wíthin the
broad deflnitional parameters of the term.5e

Though narrohrer in scope, the term canadian poi_itical
culture, is a much more difficult one to define. canadians
today, for exampre, are still struggring to answer fundamental_

questions about both our corl_ective values and the nature of
our institutional arrangements. Are v/e a bi_cuItural society
or are $/e nulticultural? Are we a society organized around
the precepts of centralized federal_ism or de-centrari-zed

5e. T. Magstadt and P. schotten, understanding politics (NewYork: St. Martin/s press, l-g94) S39
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federalism? Àre we a culture based on unconditional human and

civil rights or are we a culture which subscribes to an

asymmetrical application of human and civil rights; that is
rights appried with varying degrees of force from area to area
and frorn region to region?ó0 Dorothy Dobbie and the Hon.

Gerard À. Beaudoin, the authors of the 1,gg2 Report of the
special Joint committee on a Renewed canada, perhaps compound

the definitional problern by stating that we are arl of these
contradictory things.

rn Lament for a Nation, George Grant draws frorn his own

personar herj-tage when he discusses the broader nature or
essence of canadian poritical curture. Às a member of Engl_ish

canada's traditionar societal elite, Grantrs famiÌy have l-ived
and prospered building a community in North America founded
upon British varues and institutions. Their effort v/as a
deliberate one, a conscious attempt to build a society that
rras distinctivety non-American in orientation. Because the
value system which makes up this traditional culture contains
communj-tarian elements that are not completely cornpatible with
us style J-iberalisrn, Grant asserts that it wilr be l_ost once

the universal and homogeneous state is upon us.

DespÍte its popularity, however, and despite the fact
that it helped secure his reputation as a canadian poritical

60. A.
Equalitiestr in
Toronto Press

Cairns, rrConstitutionaÌ
Options for a New Canada
r_e91) 88

Change and the Three
(Toronto: University of
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thinker, the thesis that Grant argues in Lament for a Nation

seems to farr flat when compared against the Hegel-Kojeve-
Fukuyama dialectic. After arr, if the evorutionary course of
human history is fuerred by an innate desire for peer

recognition, and if this innate desire can best be expressed

in a liberal democratic/econornic capitalist world order, ïnrhy

shourd canadians mourn the passing of an anachronistic
cultural- erement particurary the elitist one that Georg.e

Grant v/as born into? rn the canada that Grant seems to be

remj-niscing about, English speaking white Anglo-saxon
protestants enjoyed a number of political, social, and

economic priviÌeges that $/ere not as readiry avairabl_e to
others in the community, enjoyed not so much by virtue of
their tarents and efforts, but rargely because of an accident
of birth. wourd not the corning of a world ord.er based on

universat poritical equarity and societar homogeneity in fact
do away with such an arbitrary forn of elitism?

stiIl, âs much as it nay be difficurt for those who do

not share Grant's personal cultural heritage to lament its
eventuar passing, it wourd be wrong to dismiss his arguments

because of this fact. Though his concern about the demise of
traditionar curturar varues is expressed in a personar way,

his key point remains: ar1 culturar varues that are not
conpatible with the outrook which is currently shaping the
course of human history witl succumb to its pressures.
I{hatever cul-turar values have made canadian society
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distinctive, be it Grantrs orvn, or be it those of some other
seg'rnent, wiì-l be lost in this evolutionary process.

Moreover, it can be argued that the personar_ approach
Grant uses to describe canadian poritical cul-ture is an

appropri-ate one in this case. Gad Horowitz points out that
canadian societar distínctíveness is due in no smalr part to
the basic value orientation of people like Grantrs ancestors.
Building his argument on Louis Hartz's fragrment theory,
Horowitz contends that the infrux of American settl_ers
(Loyalists) into canada after the American Revol_ution
strengthened the country's small comrnunitarian conservatj_ve
(tory) value segment. The presence of this ideology spurred
(eíther by itself or in conjunctJ-on with the communitarian
val-ues of future imrnigrants) the growth of social_ism in
canada.ó1 Although Horowitz concedes that riberalisrn is the
dominant ideologicar seg.rnent in canadars cultural rnakeup, hê

argues that canadian liberalisn is different than the us

variety because of its interrerationship with the srnal_l_er

soci-alist and tory seg.ments.62 At any rate, by mourning the
demise of his own culturar heritage, Grant is also mourning
the denise of the communitarian segrment of Canadian political
culture and thus the demise of any substantive ideological
difference between canada and the united states.

ó1. G. Horowitz, ilConservatisrn,
Canadarr in Partv politics in Canada
Prentice-Ha11, l_985 ) 45-46

Liberali-sm, and Socj_alism inH. Thorburn ed. (Scarborouqh:

62 . rbid. 52 39



As much as it wourd be wrong to dismiss Grant's thesis
because it is argued in a personar way, it would also be wrong

to assume that Lament for a Nation is nothing more than a

nostalgic tribute to a canada that once was and wilr never be

again. Though the book is a trook backr, it is arso a rllook

forwardr¡ - â rrrook forwardt as to how the forces of modernity
and progress wirr actuatty shape our l-ives. rt is a look
forward, that, when taken in context with his other works on

modernity and with those of his key sources, reveals what

Grant believes to be rear dangers about the nature of emerging

gJ-obar cul-ture. rn essence, Grant is concerned that mankindrs

evolutionary process, fuerled by the forces of non-human and

human technology, wilr usher in an age of tyrannical
conformism, on that wirr prevent the unfettered growth of
human excellence.

Looking beyond the superficial details outlined in Lament

for a Nation, this chapter wirr explore more furry Grant's
concerns about the progressive course of human history. This
will be accomprished by cornparing and contrasting his critique
of modernity with those of his most inf l_uential- sources:
Martin Heidegger (and through Heidegger Friedrich Nietzsche)
and Leo strauss (and through strauss prato). Because Grant
and his sources draw heaviry frorn cl-assicar teachings, this
chapter will aLso examine the fears the ancient Jews and

Greeks had about human progress in generar and technological
progress in particular. Before doing so, however, it will be
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necessary to dispel some commonly held assumptions regarding
the goodness of manrs evolutionary process.

***

For many people, the terms rmodernr, rfhuman evolutionr,
and rrprogressrr, signify sornething good, something better than
what vras before. These are seemingly conmon-sensical

assurnptions to make. By drawing on the knowledge and

experiences of previous generations, we are abre to sorve
problems in v/ays that peopre before us never courd. By the
same token, future generations wirl be abre to buird and

improve on what we have learned in ways that we can now onÌy
imagine. To Hegel, Kojeve, and to a ì-arge extent Fukuyama,

these seemingly conmon-sensical assurnptions form the basis of
their views on the goodness of the universal and homogeneous

state the urtirnate framework in which the forces of
modernity and progress wilr be expressed. one need only
contrast modern technorogical/economic and socio-political
developments to the state of affairs in previous generations
in order to appreciate their point of view.

with little practicar knowledge of their external
environment, people in bygone tirnes v/ere largely victims to
the whims of nature. Natural disasters such as floods,
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hurricanes, and earthquakes r' diseases such as leprosy, the
plague, and tuberculosis; the inner workings of the human

body; all vlere once nysteries to mankind, things to be feared.
Life was often short, unpleasant, and subject to chance. rn
other words, people v¡ere controlled by their physical
surroundings and not in control.

Through technorogicar/economic innovations, however,
people hrere largery able to elininate this el_ement of chance

from their l-ives. Floods, hurrícanes, and earthquakes
gradually became understood as sirnple manif estat j_ons of
nature, thi-ngs to be avoided and not feared superstitiously.
The black plague was discovered to be a byproduct of
unsanitary living conditions, a disease that courd not only be

controlled, but conquered. As people became increasingly
aware of the inner workings of the human body, means were

found to lengthen lifespans.
Today, the gradual assertion of our wills over our

external surroundings and our bodies has provided people in
technological societies with the freedom to pursue a level of
quality of life unmatched in preceding generations. whereas

our ancestors had to toil rong hours merely to preserve their
existence, hre today can work regulated hours to pay for our
food and living arrangements, enabrì_ng us to have enough free
time to spend with our friends and farniry and arso to pursue
personal interests. our time on this earth can arso be spent,

in much greater comfort as welr. rtems such as toothpaste,
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shampoo, automobiles, television sets, nintendos, and compact

disc prayers - items which $¡e use dairy and take for granted -
were simply not availabre to people in other periods.

From this perspective, the goodness of modernity and

progress can also be measured by socio-pol_itical means.

Through the process of self-creation, human consciousness has

expanded incrementally over time. As such, peopre have not
only acquired a better understanding of their o\¡/n wants and

needs, but also a greater appreciation of the wants and needs

of those around then. rnequalitj_es between the sexes and

different races may exist today and inhumane acts cornmitted

against other people may stirl occur, but they nov/ occur
outside estabrished norms in western industrial societies, as

vestiges of barbarism that have yet to be overcome, and. are
not officially sanctioned guiding principles as in previous
generations.

The liberar dernocratic varue system undergirding the
universal and homogeneous state has also provided us with a

formidable yardstick by whÍch r¡¡e can measure standards of
human dignity - human dignity in this case being defined as an

individual's ability to express him/herself as an individual.63
No other governíng model can better offer individuals the
freedom of choice in quarity of rife decision making. By not
conforming to liberar standards of justice, regimes outside of

63. L. Strauss, rperspectives on
(New york:

the Good Societyrr in
Basic Books Inc. ) 262
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the framework of modernity and technological progress risk
being labeled as tyrannies.

From a liberar democratic perspective, a tyranny is a

polity in which the wilr of the few is favoured over the will
of the many. constituent members in such systems are forced
to gear their lives around a particular set of human

relations. coercive measures can be, and often are, used to
ensure that official varues are adhered to. Regimes such as

the former comrnunist totalitarian dictatorships in Eastern
Europe and Nazi Germany are popularly equated as tyrannies.
ïn any case, vrhen faced with these obvious
technological/economic and socio-political benefits of
mankind's evorutionary process, even George Grant concedes

that life is easier for peopre today than in previous times.tr
Despite making this concession, however, Grant does not

equate the terms rrmodernityt and rrprogressr as something

fundamentally good. To hirn, there are consequences to
mankind's process of struggle and labour which far outwej_gh

whatever material benefits this process rnay have given us. At
the root of his concerns ís the question of control: ís our
will- to technological mastery a manifestation of our contror,
that is our ability to shape ourserves and our destinies, or
are we prisoners of a process that v/e have created for

&. G. Grant, rThe
PoIitical Thouqht ed.
Press,1985) 285

Minds of Men in the Atomic Agerr in Canadian
H.D. Forbes (Toronto: Oxford University
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ourserves? rt is a question which not only encapsurates his
ov/n concerns on the issue, but is also the concerns of other
peopJ-e, in ancient and more recent times.

rn Time as History, Grant mentions that htestern

intelrectual thought has been infl-uenced heavily by the
ancient Jewish and Greek curtures.ós Though he provides no

el-aboration on this point in the body of his text, history is
reprete with exarnpres of how their ideas have shaped both how

s/e live today and how vre have evolved. Francis Bacon, for
exarnple, justified his notion of scientific progress through
such biblicar references as Genesis !¡2g: rsubdue the earth
and rure over il. tr6o The developrnent of modern scíence is al_so

founded upon the principtes of Greek rational thought. yet as

much as our evolutionary course can be traced through their
influences, the ancient Jews and Greeks have also expressed

wariness about human progress in generar and technological
progress in particular.

Ancient Jewish concerns over this issue can be found in
the story of Adan and Eve. rn this story, the first rnan and

woman lived contentedly in paradise, with everything they
could ever need at their fingertips. Their lives r,irere so

simpre and free from want, they did not even need clothes.

6s. Grant, Time as Historv, 2L-22

F. Flynn, frTechnology and the Masks of prometheusrl
Theoloqical Lanquages ed. wayne whirlier (united states: TheMellen Press, Ltd. l-990) L23

in Two
Edwin
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They had onry one restriction: they were forbidden to eat the
fruit from the tree of knowledge. curiosj-ty and temptation
got the better of Àdarn and Eve, however, and they tasted the
forbidden fruit.

Referring to another story, Frank Frinn Iabels cain as

the father of inventors, shapers of our external environment.

After cain murdered his brother Àbel-, he and his progeny hrere

forever cursed by God. seth who was begotten to replace Aber,

was not an inventor, nor hrere any of his offspring.ó7 Frinn
al-so mentions that the biblical God's dispreasure towards

graven images v¡as a condemnation of man made images of Hirn and

not of natural holy images.óE

underlying these three accounts is a conmon theme: man

has the God-rike pov¡er to create but it is a corrupting por¡rer,

one that can lead to unholiness and then disaster. Adam and

Eve were tempted by satan to eat the forbidden fruit. After
consurning it, they became dissatisfied with the 1ot God had

created for them and took steps to change things for
themsel-ves (ie covering their nakedness). For their
transgression, they hrere expelled from paradise.

Before killing his brother, cain atternpted to cheat God

by offering Him a sacrifice of his own invention. when God

rejected this sacrifice and accepted Abeils natural offering,

67. rbid . 1,26

68 rbid . L26
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cain became jealous and committed the crime which led to his
fal-I from grace. The law against graven images r^ras a means to
prevent people from trying to shape God as they wished to see

Him, thus asserting their povrer over Hin.

Doubts regarding the goodness of technological progress

can also be found throughout ancient Greek history. rn 7oo

BC, for example, the poet Hesiod chronicl_ed the rnyth of
Prometheus. Prometheus, a Titan, stole a spark of fire (a

symbor of technologicar innovation) from the god zeus and gave

ít to mortal man. fn punishment for this act, Zeus had

Prometheus chained to a corumn.óe There, he remained helpless

as a longed winged eagle picked at his l_iver.7O

Mortal, men, according to Hesiod, v¡ere al_so punished for
Prometheus' theft. lhough they hrere alrowed to enjoy some of
the good that came out of technorogicaJ- innovation, Zeus

balanced off this good with evil. Zeus, in union with the
other gods, created women for men to share their l-ives with.
rf a man chose to live with a good woman, then his l-ife would

6e. In Prometheus Bound, Aeschylus offers a different account
of the myth than Hesiod. Hesiod, as a devout believer in the god
Zeus, is not overly sympathetic to the pfight of the titan
Prometheus. AeschyJ-us, on the other hand, does not hold Zeus inhigh regard and glorifies the l-ife of the Titan. Although this
contrast may seem significant when discussed in the context of
Greek attitudes toward technological innovations, the key fact
remains: Prometheus is punished for challenging the authorlty ofthe gods.

70. Hesiod, rrTheogonytt in The poems of Hesiod ed. R.M. Frazer
(Oklahorna: University of Oklahoma press, 1993) 63
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contain both good and eviI. rf he chose to rive with a bad

woman, then his life would be miserable.Tl

There are striking sirnilarities between the nyth of
Prometheus and the Jewish accounts risted above. Às the
ancient Jews are warned about the pitfalls of challenging
God's po\./er of creative innovation, so too are the ancient
Greeks being warned about the consequences they wirr suffer
when they encroach on the preserves of their gods. Though

both peoples are allowed to keep the knowredge they have

acquired, they will have to suffer hardships because of it.
The ancient Jews, for exampre, are exÍred from paradise. t{hen

Pandora, the f irst r^roman created by zeus and the other gods

comes to earth, she opens a jar that she has brought with her,
J-etting loose on man the evil and rnisery trapped within.72

rn his poem rf works and Daysrf , Hesiod al-so of f ered a

pessimistic five stage history of man which chalrenges today's
commonly held assumption that each succeeding generation wi1l
be better than the one before. Hesiod's historical account is
not a technorogically regressive one, however. people in the
fifth stage, for example, know more than those in preceding

generations and are better abl-e to work with and shape their
externar environment because of this knowledge. yet to
Hesiod,

7r. rbid. 66-67
'72. Hesiod, rfworks and Days' in The poems of Hesiod ed. R.M.Frazer (okJ-ahoma: university of oktahona press, 1983) gg
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this knowredge does not make them better people. RaÈher, each

stage, with the exception of the fourth, is ress morar (good)

than the one it replaces. A brief exami-nation of his account

will itlustrate this point more c1earIy.

To Hesiod, the first (best) men were calIed the golden

race of mortar men and lived crose to the gods in harmony and

near paradise.T3 Not needing to struggle to survíVê, . . rf every
good thing $/as theirs to enjoy: the grain-giving earth
produced her fruits spontaneously, abundantly, freely; and

they in complete satisfaction lived off their fields without
any cares in bressed abundance.tT4 Forlowing the gorden race

of men !,/ere the sil-ver race, a race that hras...rmuch $¡orse

than the first, being unlike the golden in both thought and

appearance. rr (10L Iines 125-130) . The bronze race of men were

meat eating barbarians, with rittre care for farming. Though

a noble race of derni-gods (the race which f ought v/ars at
Thebes and Troy) occupied the worr-d next, they v¡ere replaced

by the iron race of men, the race which Hesiod beronged to.z5

This fifth stage h¡as, to Hesiod, a dehumanizing one. rt
$¡as a tine when men worked ceaseressly by day and suffered
anguish at night. Though they did, through their toir,
achieve some good, they brought on themselves great evil as

rbid. 101_

Ibid. 1_01

Ibid. t_02-1 03

It
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\^rel-I. The poet belj-eved that the peopì-e in his time were

morally degenerate, incapable, because of their selfishness,
of sustaining positive human relationships. In the end, their
system of justice would become corrupt, representing only the

needs of those who were strongest and those who were most

willing to take advantage of their fellow citizens. As

punishment for their rnoral degeneracy, Hesiod believed that
the people in his race would be abandoned by the gods, thus

causing even further moral degeneracy.T6 So reputsed was he by

his society,s values, Hesiod wished that he had been born in
either an earlier or later time.Z

This last point shows that Hesiod's view of human

development vras cyclical and not incrementar as is the view

held by Hegel, Kojeve, Fukuyama, and most people today. The

faIl of the iron race of men was to be followed by a return of
the first stage, and thus each of the subsequent stages as

weII. though Hesiod's view shows that the incremental
rrstepladderrr perspective of historical development is not the

only one, this is not a sufficient challenge to todayrs

commonly held perspective. rn The End of History and the Last

Man, for example, Fukuyama concedes that there may be some

periods of setback, however, he states that there is still an

Ibid. 103-104

rbid. l-03
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n
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overall progressive pattern to human history.Ts ceorge Grant

makes a simil-ar argument in Tirne as History. He states that
there is an inevitable forward mornentum caused by the
col-rective living and willing of individuars, a momentum that
cannot be completery stopped by isolated historical_ events.Te 80

Hesiod also seems to contradict hinself when he recounts

the succession Myth in his poem tTheogonyfr. rn the succession

Myth, the order of events is cycrical in nature. The god

ouranous, fearing the por.rer of his chirdren, kept them

prisoner in the bowers of the earth.8l His son Kronos,

however, evaded capture and deposed his father from his
position of power.82 Kronos, fearing the power of his children,
sought to do ar¡/ay with thern as welr.E3 Kronos' son zeus eluded

capture and rater became the king of the gods.M rhough zeus

also neutralized his daughter Athena, he himserf r^¡as not

78. Fukuyama, The End of Historv and the Last Man, 4g

7e. Grant, Time as Historv , !L-L2
80. This is a theme that Leo Torstoy expands on in war andPeace. To Tolstoy, the conflict between rmperial nussia anaNapoleonic France v¡as not caused by the actibns of a few keypeople. Rather, a point vtas reached where the sheer rnomenturncreated by the collective hopes, dreams, and fears of people madethe cl-ash inevitabte.
81. Hesiod, rrTheogonyt,, 35

E2. rbid . 36-37

83. rbid. sT

rbid.83
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deposed by any of his children a fact which breaks this
seemingly cyclical chain of events. At any rate, according to
Dodds, Hesiod's chief concern in his history of man was not

its cyclical form but the issue of material progression/mora1

degeneration. 8s

Traces of pessimism regarding societal progress can also

be found in other periods of ancient Greek history. fn the

fifth century BC, for exampÌe, the historians Herodotus and

Thucydides assigned limits to human achievement. Herodotus

argued that man would be prevented from rising above his
assigned station by some form of religious power.E6 Though

Thucydides believed in gradual upward progress, he asserted

that certain disasters would always occur because human nature

remained constant. sT

fn the fourth century BC, doubts exj_sted regarding the
goodness of contemporary (modern) varues when compared with
those of the past. According to Dodds, rrmen looked over their
shoulders to a supposedly more stable past, to what they

called rrthe ancestrar constitutionrt, or beyond that to a state
of primal innocence no longer to be found save among remote

people: Plato...celebrated the values of Stone Age man;

85. E.R. Dodds, rrThe Ancient Concept of progressr in The
Ancient.Concept of Progress and other Essavs on Greek Literature
and Bel-ief (Oxford: Clarendon Press, \973) 4

' E6. rbid. !2
87 . rbid. 12
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xenophon those of the early persians; Ephorus discovered such

virtues among the scythians, while ctesias attributed them to
rndians.rrss This tendency to look back is a direct challenge
to the optimistic view of hurnan progress cornmonly held today.
After arI, if the human condition rearry did improve with each

succeeding generation, rihy would these thinkers bother
extolling past (sinple/ prinitive) values?

The Ancient Greeks have also influenced the works of more

recent critics of rnodernity such as Martin Heidegger, Leo

strauss, and through these two writers, George Grant.se

centring his concerns on the issue of meaning and existence
(being), Heidegger came to the concrusion that socratic and

post-socratic (western) netaphysical- thought cl-ouded and

abstracted the issue, thus preventing us from trury
understanding it.eO only the ancients, particularÌy the pre-
socratic Greeks such as Hesiod, had the ability to answer the

E8. rbid. 13

8e. This is not to say that Grant was not influenced by othersources. Grant credits a number of people, both personally andacademicarry, in the formuration of his iäeas, a pro-per ristiïg ;iwhich.is beyond the scope of this paper. Howeverl tñe foundatíonson which Grant builds his cr.itique õf modernity can adequately betraced through a study of Heidegger and Strauss, two wri€"r" rño="ideas are found throughout Grant's works. rrÀ Conversation withGeorge Grant: fntellectual Backgroundrr and rrA Conversation withGeorge Grant: Philosophytt found in Larry schmidtrs George Grant inProcess, offer a personal account of who Grant considers to bà thesources who have most irnpacted on his work.
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fundamental question 'twhat is"tt.el rn fact , a brief
examination of Heidegger's concerns will not only charJ_enge

today's commonly herd assumptj-on about the goodness of
progress, but will arso show simil-arities, both in content and

forrn, between his ideas and those of Hesiod.

To Hedeigger, existence is not atomi-stic. Alr people,

animals, and things, in atl periods of time, exist in a broad

interrelationship of Being. True knowledge of this
interrelationship, as werl- as to the freeting nature of our

own physicar existence is crouded or masked by our tendency to
view l-ife through subjective conditions of awareness

(horizons).e' Modern rnetaphysical thought sustains these

illusory horizons by trivializing the true nature of
existence. e3

Although George Grant incorporates the notj-on of horizons
into his ohrn works on modernity, he credits his use of the
term not to Heidegger, but to a scholar who influenced
Heidegger's views: Friedrich Nietzsche.% Àccording to

el. J. Ànderson, rrlntroductionrr in Martin Heideggerrs Discourseon Thinking eds J. Anderson and E. Freund (London-: Harper & Ro\^/,7966) 19

e2 . rbid. 1-7

e3 . steiner, 31

Grant synthesises
into one complete view of
influenced his ideas on
discussed Nietzsche. In
Intellectual Backgroundrl
Philosophy and Schol-arshipt'

the works of Nietzsche and Heidegger
modernity. I{hen asked how Heidegger
this subject, the Canadian schóÍarrrA Conversation with George Grant:
and frNi-etzsche and the Ancients:
Grant makes reference to Heideggerrs
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Nietzsche, we create these subjective conditions of awareness

(ie christianity) in order to protect ourselves from the harsh

reality of existence, which is, simply put, man's inevitable
confrontation with the dark abyss (oblivion/death). These

horizons are relative, ever changing, subject to the passage

of time. When their linits are discovered, they are replaced

by new ones.

It is interesting to note that Heidegger's disregard for
Socratic and post-Socratic thought can also be attributed to

Nietzsche. Nietzsche believes that Socrates and Plato, the

founders of modern Western rational thought, were contemptuous

figures. In the opening chapter of Twiliqht of the ldols,
Nietzsche asserts that Socrates v¡as a harbinger of societal
degeneracy and decay as opposed to progress, his views on

reason a moral tyranny used to mask the true nature of

existence.es Arguing in a similar vein, he accuses P1ato of

cowardice, of being unabl-e to face the abyss the vray pre-

Socratics such as Thucydides could.eó So severe is Nietzschets

interpretation of Nietzsche. For more information on the
relationship between George Grant's view of modernity and those of
Nietzsche/HeideggeÍ, please consult rrÀ Conversation with George
Grant: Intellectual Backgroundtr and rrA Conversation with George
Grant: Philosophyrr in George Grant in Process edited by Larry
Schmidt. Grant also expands on Nietzsche's view of modernity in
TÍme as History.

e5. F. Nietzsche,
Books, 1990) 43

e6 . rbid. LL7

(England: PenguinTwiliqht of the Idol-s
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disregard for Greek rationalism, Grant considers hin to be the

most forrnidable critic of Plato.t

At any rate, Nietzsche believes that hre are evolving to
a point where we wilr no longer need subjective conditions of
avtareness to cushion the harsh real-ity of existence. For him,

this state of affairs will be 1-iberating. When hre finally
come to realize that horizons and the ethical codes which

shape them (such as christianity and christian ethics) are in
fact man-made, wê will no longer have to linit our thoughts

and actions to their dictates.es Armed with the pohrers of
science and technotogy, we will have the potentiar freedom to
wiI1, create, and shape as v¡e see fit both our physical

environment and the state of our inner consciousness.e

Nietzsche, however, asserts that not all us today have

the courage to see the truth of existence in its pure, harsh,

unadulterated form. rn recognition of this fact, he divides
nankind into three broad hierarchicar categories: last men,

nihilists, and supermen. The targest group in modern society,
last men are those people who have complete faith in the

seemingry conmon-sensical- assurnption that human and non-human

G. Grant, rrNietzsche and the Ancients: philosophy and
Scholarship" in Technolocry and Justice (Toronto: Anansi press,
1986) 89

e8. W. Dannhauser, ttFriedrich Nietzscherf in History ofpoliticel Phitos,ophy eds. L. strauss and J. cropsey (chióago.
University of Chicago Press I Lg87 ) 840

ee. G. Grant, Time as Historv, 29
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technological progress is good. For them, the secular

egalitarian values (political universality and societal

homogeneity) undergirding mankind's evolutionary process are

worthy of a form of belief once reserved almost exclusively

for spiritual religions.rm The will to povrer, that is the

will to shape both ourselves and our physical surroundings, is

tamed and molded in order to fuIfill the ethical dictates of

this value system. Nietzsche regards last men with contempt,

arguing that their egalitarian outlook will force us to lower

our standards of human excellencêr0l, thus lowering our

potential to achieve nobility and greatness through unchained

wi11ing.1æ

Nihilists, on the other hand, are av/are that the secular

egalitarian values shaping modern society, âs well as all-

other value systems for that matter, are nothing more than

man-made horizons. As such, nihilists see no reason to shape

and mold their will to power along ethical lines. They will

simply for the sake of wiIling.lo' According to Nietzsche, it

is only third and small-est category of people in modern

society, the supermen, who not only see the truth of existence

in all its finality, but who also have the courage and

rbid.33

Nietzsche, Twilight of the Ido1s, IL2

Grant, Tirne as Historv 33

Dannhauserr S42

F.
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strength to actually create horizons in which the rast men

will live. re

rn both Tirne as History and ,Nietzsche and the Ancients:
Philosophy and scholarship", Grant comments on the fact that
Nietzsche's view of modernity has not been given the serious
attention it deserves in Engrish schorarship. He cites a

number of reasons for this negrect. For exampler âs a German

thinker writing in the rate nineteenth century, a period of
heightened Anglo-German tensions, Nietzsche r s works r{rere

either overlooked or dismissed by English schorars because of
cultural bias. This culturar bias was reinforced after
Hitler's Nazis expropriated the superman concept in order to
help justify their ov/n narrow political views.105

Grant also cites differences Ín research and writing
styles as a possi-ble reason. A passíonate thinker,
Nietzsche's works are inbued with strong feering.rft rn

ro4. rbid. 946-847

los. G. Grant, Time as History, 23

106. There is an interesting sirnilarity between Nietzsche'sphilosophical style and the literary style of Russian author Fyodor
Dostoevsky. .one need only compare the bold, sweeping, and enótion
charged opening l-ines of Dostoevsky,s Notes Frorn Undeicrround (nI ama sick man...I am an angry man. f am an unattractirre man. f thinkthere is something rr¡rong. with my liver."(15) ) with the equarrybold, sweepíng, and emotion charged opening lines of Nietzðche'å
Twilight of the rdols (ttrn every age-the wisest have passed theidentical judgement on life:...it is worthress...Everl.where and
aÌways their mouths have uttered the same sound - a sound ful1 ofdoubt, fuI1 of melancholy, full of weariness with rife, fuII ofopposition to 1ífe.t'(39) ) in order see this point to be true.Both writers are swept up with the confident, al-most god-like
feelings of pov/er that is the haIÌnark of their own paiticular
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Twiliqht of the rdors, for exanpre, he condemns German music

as being rrconstipated and constipatingrr. tø He i-s equalry
emotionarry descriptive in his critique of Emmanuel- Kant when

he accuses Kant of being an idiot.rO8 According to Grant, it is
this penchant for
emotionarism as well as his tendency to lapse into verse that
has earned Nietzsche the reputation as ra second rate poet

masquerading as a philosopþg¡tl0e among English schorars, whose

ohrn research and writing styres are more cerebral and

scientific.

Though considering Nietzsche to be a rrteacher of evilttrl0,

Grant takes the German scholar's ideas serj_ousry, arguing that
they should be taught to English and North American

students.lll rndeed, Grant's high (if not fearful) regard for
Nietzsche's scholarship can be seen by the fact that of al1
the thinkers who have infl-uenced his writings on modernity,
Nietzsche's ideas are the onry ones he expands on at any

means of expressing the Nietzschian t'will to powerrr. Nietzsche,fact, considers his discovery of Fyodor Dosloevskyrs works to
one of the "happiest accidentsil of his life. (j-09)

147. F. Nietzsche, Twilight of the ldols, 7L

1n
be

r08. F. Nietzsche, The Anti-christ (England: penguin Books,1990) 133

loe. G. Grant, Time as History, 23

llo. G. Grant, rrNietzsche and the
Scholarshiptt in Technology and Justice,
Notre Dame Press, 1986) 90

1rt. rbid. 9o-91

Ancients: Philosophy and
(Notre Dame: University of
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length. Of primary concern to Grant is the extent in which

the German philosopher's vision of reality will influence the

nature of modern technological society. If, âs Nietzsche

says, man-made ethical codes are relative and rendered

meaningless by the endless, relentless passage of time and if

human conduct r.tilt be guided by nothing more than an unchained

egocentric will- to pohter, hot^/ will this af f ect human

relationships, both at the personal and community leveIs? It

is a concern which Grant shares with and received ansr{ers in

part from Martin Heidegger.

According to Heidegger, we have created for ourselves a

world as dehumanizing as the one populated by Hesiod's iron

race of men because of our lack of willingness to discover our

true place in the greater realm of Being. Lacking autochthony

(rootedness) r112 people in the modern technological age are

becoming increasingly atienated from their cultural- heritage

and from other people.ll3 Without these traditional values and

ethical norms to guide üsr we lack the purpose and sense of

restraint (inherent with an awareness of other people's needs)

necessary to control the potentially destructive forces of

technology.tto Like Hesiod, Heidegger asserts that the gods

112. M. Heidegger, rrMemorial Addressrr in Discourse on Thinkinct
eds. J. Ànderson and E. Freund (New York: Harper & Row, 1-966) 48-49

113. steiner, 9o

ll4. Heidegger, rrMemorial Addressrr, 51
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have abandoned people in the modern agerrs and, like Hesiod,

Heidegger consj-ders a more rooted, simple past and a future
based on these past val-ues as better ages than the current

one.

George Grant also sees todayrs society as dehumanizing.

Succumbing more and more to the pressures of modernity, people

today are abandoni-ng traditional modes of Iíving in favour of
what the Canadian scholar terms the rrmass societyrr . rró

According to Grant, mass societies are nothing more than

collections of highly organized urban-metropolitan centers

geared around satisfying the material consumption needs of
large amounts of people.l17 Because they force people to deal

more with strangers than with neighbours and friends (Grant

draws a comparison between shopping at a large super-market as

opposed to a country store), mass societies deprive

individuals of maintaining any real sense of community.lrs

They undermine and weaken traditional bonds of organization

such as church and fanily by providing people with the seeming

lls. M. Heidegger, rrConversation on a Country path about
Thinking[ in Discourse on Thinking eds. J. Ànderson and E. Freund
(New York: Harper & Row, 1966) 60

116. G. Grant, ttÀD Ethic of Communityrr in Socíal purpose for
Canada ed. M. Oliver (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, t96L)
6

r17 rbid. 7

r18. rbid.7
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freedoms of materiar acquisition and consumption seeming

freedoms which foster alienati-on and serf-gratification.rre
Yet as much there are simir-arities between Grantrs vision

of modern society and that of Heideggerl2o, the two thinkers
make use of the Nietzschian concept of horj_zons in a

conpletely different way. For Heidegger, the knowledge (or
supposed knowledge) that the Socratic and post-Socratic values
sustained by modern metaphysicar thought are nothing more than
man-made subjective conditions of reality, is liberating.
once these varues are recognized as such, they will be

rendered irnpotent, no longer able to hinder our search for the
true nature of existence. Arned with the aÌ¡/areness of our
place in the greater rearm of Beingr \ârê will then be abre to
shape human and non-human technology in accordance with this
greater (arbei-t unspecif ied) pIan.r21 George Grant, oñ the
other hand, believes that the transient nature and morar

relativism of modern man-made values will render these values
powerless to protect citizens of the mass society from an ever

tle. rbid.8
120. rt is interesting to note that the ideas in HeideggerrsMemorial Address and those in Grant, s l,ament f or a ¡¡atidf arepresented in a sirnilar fashion. As George Grant foofs ¡acf to nisov¡n cul-tural- heritage to discuss the nature of modernity, so toodoeg Heidegger draw on his ohrn Bavarian cultural vjlues andattitudes when discussing mankind's future in the technological

age.

r2r. steiner , 32-33
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encroaching tyranny.r22 ft is a belief which the Canadian

scholar draws largely from the works of Leo Strauss.

Though Leo Strauss, works are as influenced by ancient
Greek thought as those of Martin Heideggêr, his debt lies more

with the Socratic thinkers than with the pre-Socratics. For

Strauss, the values which undergird the works of thinkers
such as P1ato and Xenophon, provide a basis for grappling with
universal truths which is as relevant today as it was in the

fourth century Bc.l23 Concerned primarily with the issues of

morality, virtue, and the perfection of man, these Socratic
thinkers sought to find the best (ideal/good) regime that
wourd promote these values. rn order to accomplish this goar,

they devoted their lives to both contemplation (in order to
determine what constitutes virtue) and to the teaching of
political leaders (so that these leaders could rule
virtuously). rt is this dual moral model of interlectual
discovery/social and political pedagogy which strauss berieves

should form the basis of modern society.

George Grantts ohrn view of modernity is based loosely on

this straussj-an approach. He too berieves that a truly good

(just) society can onry be built on the foundation of human

r22. L. Schrnidt (ed. ) rrA Conversation With George Grant:
Theology and Historytt in George Grant in Process (Toronto: Anansi
Press, L978) 103

123. L. Strauss, ttOn Classical Political- Philosophyn in What is
Political Philosophv? and other Studies (United States: The Free
Press, L959) 82
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excellence that hras strived for by socratics such as plato.

unrike strauss, hohrever, Grant asserts that christian values

(a love of God and through a love of God a love of manl2a¡

should form the basis of this Platonic (Socratic) quest for
excellence. This difference from the orthodox straussian
philosophical outrook is an important one and wirl be expanded

on later in this chapter.

Both Strauss and Grant (through Strauss) assert that the

central problem of modernity is the fact that peopre today are

no ronger guided by the stringent principres outrined by the

socratic thinkers. our regirnes, incruding the unÍversal and

homogeneous state - the regime that most represents the values

of rnodernity and progress - are founded on the notion of twhat

can be achieved or obtained in the here and. now, as opposed to
rrwhat ought to be achieved or obtainedrr. Because hre have

lowered our standards for the achievement of human excellence,

vre are in danger of being victimized by these imperfect
regimes (tyrannies), tyrannies which have at their disposar

all of the powers of modern science and technology.tzs

According to strauss, it is a state of affairs with so much

potential for misery and human destruction that the socratic

r24. w. Whillier, ilGeorge Grant and Leo Strauss: A parting of
the l{aysrr in Two Theological Languaqes ed. w. Whillier (united
States: Edwin Mel-l-en Press, L99O) 72

r2s L. Strauss, rfRestatement on Xenophonrs Hj-erorr in l{hat is
Political Philosophv? and other Studies (United States: The freãPress, L959) 96
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Greeks turned their back from this path and channelled their
imagination in other directions. 126

Events in the last century rend credence to these

concerns. The same technology that has provided us with the
comforts and seeming freedoms risted earl-ier in this chapter,
has also subjected us to a nurnber of horrors as werl - a fact
which cal-Is into question the notion that human consciousness

has expanded to any great extent over the centuries. Tools of
war such as tanks, grenades, mustard gas, and more recentry,
atomic and nucl-ear $reapons, have increased mankind, s

destructive capacity to a revel- unheard of in previous tines.
Many of these tools have been used and are stirl being used

today, at a cost of nillions of 1ives.

The poritical leaders of Nazi Germany and the soviet
union have also used technorogical innovations to carry out
repressive poricy objectives. rn Nazi Germany, for exampJ_e,

Hitler used a manufactured poisonous gas in his bid to
exterminate Europe's Jewish population. soviet policy makers

sanctioned the use of modern hreaponry and surveirlance
techniques to intimidate and controt peopre within their
countryts borders. Moreover, in their bid to achieve and

maintain nuclear parity with the united states, they have

indirectty put the hearth of their constituents at risk (as

exernplified with the nucl-ear disasters in the urars in the

126. rbid . 96
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1950's and more recently in chernobyr). when strauss outl_ines

his fears about the tyranny of modernity and progress, he

clearly has these two regimes in nind.

Yet as much as strauss j-s quick to label Nazi Germany and

the soviet union as tyrannies, he is less forthright about his
views on the united states. A cursory study of his works

would in fact seem to suggest that he is a supporter of both
the North American country and the regime model it represents:
liberar democracy/economic capitarism. rn his articre rwhat

is Political Philosophy?", for exampre, strauss tempers

Prato's criticisrn of democracy by stating that this regime

moder provides peopre with the freedom to perfect themserves

if they choose to do so.r27 strauss arso makes reference to the
torerance of democracy, stating that the Athenians arlowed

socrates to live and speak for seventy years before his
arrest.l28 Moreover, he states that no real comparison can be

drawn between communism and modern dernocracy because of the
latterts torerance for the rights of others.l2e strauss'
seeming support for the united states can be seen by his
connection to foreign poricy rearists such as Hans Morgenthau,

who believe that us policy makers have the right to use

127 . L. Strauss, rf What is political
Political Philosophy? and other Studies
Press, L959 ) 36

r28. rbid. 36

Philosophy?" in I^Ihat is
(United States: The Free
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whatever means at their disposal to protect their country frorn
their enemies (particurarry the soviet union during the cold
war).

rf strauss' view on the nature of the ernerging global
culture is accurately refrected by these facts and statements,
then they would seem to put hin in the same basic intel_lectua1
camp as Hegel, Kojeve, and Fukuyama and thus at fundamental
odds with George Grant. This is particularly prtzzling when

considering Grant's debt to strauss' scholarship. After all,
how can the author of Lament for a Nation a book which
eulogizes the absorption of a beloved traditional cul-ture into
the larger liberal democratic/economic capitalist world order

possibly find conmon ground with a thinker who is an

apparent apol0gist for this very same emerging worl_d order?
The answer to this question can be found by exploring more

fully the inplications of Grant's departure from the orthodox
Straussj-an philosophical approach.

As a rrlover of plato within christianityrreo, Grant
attempts to blend the tenets of his philosophy with those of
his rel-igion.l3l For him then, the pursuit of human excell_ence
(centred around an introspective quest for knowledge of
virtue) is not mereÌy a striving for self-perfection, but
rather is prinarily a means towards spiritual revel_ation and

130. G. Grant, 'Nietzsche and the Ancients : phil_osophy andScholarshiptt , 9O

13r. whil-1ier, 7o
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thus a means towards understanding Godrs greater pran for us

here on earth. r32 Key to this exerci-se of faith and

understanding is a genuine love of oners o\,/n - that is a rove

and concern for the needs of all mankind as if they vrere our

own needs because of our relationship as Godrs children.133 rt
is a genuine l-ove in the sense that it is other-centred as

opposed to self-centred.r3a

l^Iith this rove, however, comes a responsibility to act on

it. Grant is therefore comperled, because of his religious
beliefs, to share with his brethren whatever fruit he has

reaped through spirituar revelation.l35 rf his exercises of
faith and understanding reveal- to him dangers regarding the
nature of modernity and technorogical progress - dangers which

can hinder us from discovering our individual prace in God's

greater plan, then it is his christian duty to warn us. rt is
a duty which he bel-ieves supercedes both his own selfish needs

and personal safety.13ó

strauss, oD the other hand, is more eritist in outlook
than Grant is and is thus, consequently, less comperred to

t3z .
Justice

t33 .
Theology

c. Grant, frFaith and Multiversityrr in Technorogv and(Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame press, 19g6) 3g

L. Schmidt (ed. ) , ,,4 Conversation with George Grant:
and Historytt, 105

G. Grant, rrFaith and Multiversityrr , 7 4

Whillier, 77

G. Grant, rrFaith and Multiversityr , 54-55
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share direct]-y with the whole world the wisdom he has reasoned

through hís introspective quest for knowledge.r3T onty a smarl

minority of people in society, according to strauss, have the
j-ntellectual capability and moral fortitude necessary to
strive for human excellence along the Socratic dual rnode1 of
intellectual discovery/sociar and politicar pedagogy. He

believes that the vast rnajority of people wourd be disturbed,
perhaps even moved to act against phirosophers, if they hrere

presented with the undiruted truth. rn order to guard against
this, strauss organizes his writings along two levels:
a) exoteric (surface) and b) esoteric (ugry/dangerous) r3B. The

teachings in the exoteric rayer of his works are diruted and

designed for casual reading by conmon men. The rear teachings
in his works, however, are found in the esoteric layer and are
written not so much for fellow philosophers but for young men

who have the potentiar to become philosophers along socratic
1ines. l3e

whatever inconsistencies there are then between Grantrs
view of a liberar democratic/economic capital_ist tyranny and

strauss/ seeming support for this regime model_ can be

attributed to their very different academic approaches.

r3t. þrhillier , 64

138. H-D- Forbes, frThe Political Thought of George Grantr inJournal of Canadian Studies, Volume 26, Wumber Z, 64

l3e. f . G. I{eeks, frTwo Uses of SecrecyI in Two TheologicalLanguases ed. W. I'rhillier (United States: nawin l¡elIen pre=s, rssq
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strauss couches his concerns about the emerging grobal culture
through double-rayered meanings. Grantr on the other hand,
motivated by the dictates of his christian morar_ code, in a

sense peels off the exoteric layer of straussr teachings and
exposes the esoteric truth for alL to see. one need only
examine strauss' exoteric/esoteric teachings on democracy more
carefully and then compare them with Grantrs outlook on the
nature of rnodernity in order see this point to be true.

As a philosopher in the spirit of socrates, strauss often
draws on the works of the socratic Greeks ín order express his
own views on the relationship between morarity and human
social and politicar conduct. Therefore, when in ,Ir7hat is
PoliticaI PhiJ-osophy2"t+o and,The Liberalisrn of classical
Greek Philosophyrtlat, he states that plato equates democracy
with Hesiod's fourth race of men, it wour_d be reasonabre to
assume that both plato and strauss (through plato) are
confident that the regime model's underrying varue: democratic
freedom, will be abr-e to provide lasting justice for its
citizens. After alr, according to Hesiod, the fourth race of
men hrere demigods, as good as the first (gor.den) race of men

and I'juster and betts¡rr42 than arr of the others. rf this is

l4o. L. strauss, Itwhat is Politica1 Philosophy", 36
t41 - L. strauss, rrThe Liberalisn of ClassicaI political

Books,196g) 35
(New york: Basic

70
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the yardstick by which plato and strauss (through pi_ato)

measure the worth of democracy, how courd they think
otherwise?

Nevertheless, upon closer examination, Strauss t

observation is revealed to be nothing more than a misreading
exoteric teaching. Hesiod's fourth race of men may have been
just and good but they eventually perished and r{¡ere replaced
by the god-forsaken fifth race. By drawing attention to the
Hesiod/Prato paralleI, strauss is reaIly stating that justice
built on democratic freedom i-s as transi_tory as the reign of
the fourth race of men and wil_l thus not be able to prevent
the emerg'ence of a regirne model as god-forsaken as the fifth
race. This esoteric truth can be substantiated by reviewing
more fully pl-ato's critique of democracy in generar and

democratic freedom in particular.
For plato, the freedoms enshrined in democracies negate

the senses of restraint and disciprine necessary for proper
living. Distinguishing between necessary desires, that is
desires which sustain existence (such as a proper diet) and
unnecessary desj-res, that is desires superfluous to existence
or more precisely vices (such as gluttony) , 

ra3 plato asserts
that the latter are "physically harmfur and psychorogically
darnaging to intelligence and serf -discipri¡sr . rø

Plato, The Repubric (England: penguin Books I rgTg) | 377-378
rbid. 377
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democracies, however, the majority of people, in the absence
of an overarchi-ng governing concept of virtue, grive in to
their baser instincts, designating an equal val_ue to desires
and pleasures, both necessary and unnecessary.l4s Thus,
whereas strauss may use riberar freedom to promote an

unencumbered search for knowledge, truth, and the good regime,
he is under no irlusion that every one erse wilr- have the
desire or abil-ity to use their freedom the same hray. Liberal
democratj-c freedom Ís a freedom to do evir as werl as grood.raó

rt is from this rine of argument that one may discern
strauss' true concerns regarding a possibre modern liberal
democratic (Anerican) tyranny. According to strauss, the best
(nost just) regime is one that can successfully balance off
the diverse interests of its citizens. crucial to this task
i-s proper leadership, that is, the abirity of political
leaders to forgo their own selfish needs in favour of those of
their constituents.raT Regimes that fair_ in this task risk
subjecting some citizens to the view¡roints of others, much as

do regimes defined as tyrannies earrier in this chapter.
The ability for a regime to safeguard ar-ternative

viewpoints and perspectives is, to strauss, ât no time more
important than in today's worrd. He arques that there is a

Ibid.380

Strauss,

Strauss,

lrWhat is Politica1 philosophy!rr , 36

ffOn C1assj-cal political philosophy,r , g4_Bs
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danqer of conformism in the modern Ameri_can mass society a

danger that seems to contradict the liberal- orderrs exal-tation
of individual expression.t4s rt is, however, a central probrem
in liberat democratic societies, one that stems from the
natural tension of balancing off freedoms. strauss points out
that it is inpossible for people to enjoy unlirnited freedoms
in these regimes. Linitations have to be set so that the
interests and desires of citizens do not conflict with those
of their neighbours. rn order to accomplish this, raws have
to be drafted and adhered to, and if conformism is to be
prevented, the political r-eaders who draft these r_aws have to
be ttenlightened and free from prejudicg.rr4e

strauss' concerns in this regard are by no means unique.
ïn the earriest years of the American political experiment,
for example, a number of theorists warned that the riberal
values shaping that nation courd r-ead to intorerance and
tyranny. James Madison, one of the co-authors of the
Federalist Papers and a former president of the united states,
cautioned that governments representing the wirr_ of the
najority need not necessariry be right or enrightened in their
po,-icy making. He stated that '. . .where people govern
themselves, and where, of course, the majority govern, a
danger to the minoríty arises from opportunities ternpting a
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rbid. 263
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sacrifice of their rights to the interests, real or supposed,

of the ma j ority. r5o

Alexis De Tocquevilre also berieves that a tyranny of the
majority could be set up at the expense of the rninority.
Doubting that complete homogeneity could be achieved in
riberal-democratic systems, he pointed out that a small_ number

of people would always be separated from the mass of society
by either interrect or wealth. Because such people would be

in the rninority, and because governrnents would reflect the
will of the najority, they could be liabre to persecution and

discrinination from these governments. only diligent care and

attention towards minority rights could prevent democratic
societies from beeoming repressive regimes.l5l

Àt any rate, given the fact that strauss considers
liberal freedom to be norally relative, to what extent does he

really berieve that democratic poricy makers possess the
diligence and attention that De Tocqueville believes j_s

required in order to protect minorities from hornogenizing and

conformist societal pressures? And if liberal poricy makers

fail to prevent homogeneity and conformism, to what extent

r50. J- Madison, ttTo Thomas Ritchie, December l-g, Lgzsrr in Thecomprete Madison ed. s. padover (New york: Harper äna BrotheiÐ1968), 46.

r5r. M. zetterbaum, rAlexis De Tocquevillefr in History ofPolitical Philqspphv eds. L. strauss ana J. crops"y-lch$-gilUniversity of Chicago press I tgBT), 768-772
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does he consider this state of affairs to be intolerant and

tyrannical?

For plato, the answers to these questions are clear. The

Greek scholar believes that there is little chance that the
best qualified people will be chosen to lead in democracj-es.r52

Moreover, according to plato, the lack of restraint inherent
in this regirne rnodel wilr encourage its constituents
including its leaders - to fu1fill their own unbridled desires
at the expense of the conmon good.r53 rt is a state of affairs
which Plato believes wirr lead to tyranny. r5o As a scholar in
the socratic/platonic tradition, it is not unreasonable to
assume that strauss hords a sirnilar opinion, if not one he is
willing to share publicry, then one he hords privately in his
heart of hearts. After ar1, though he acknowledges that the
Athenian democrats allowed socrates to live for seventy years
before his arrest, the point he makes is crear: socrates hras

punished for not conforming to societal norms.

stiltr âs much as exercises in philosophicar_ detecti-ve
work such as the one tisted above may offer insights into the
nature of strauss' esoteric teachings, they cannot reveal- with
any real degree of certainty the essence of these teachings.
Rather, they are onry abre to provl-de calcurated guesses based

P1ato,

rbid.

rbid.

The Republic, 376

380-381
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r52
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on an informed frreading between the lines, of his writings.
though Georqe Grant uses similar tactics in i_nterpreting
strauss' exoteric/esoteric worksrr55 he criticizes the American
based thinker's indirect style, stating that its uncr_ear
nature undermines the force of his arguments particuJ-arly
when these arguments are compared against Kojevers crearly
made assertíons regarding the goodness of the emerging grobal
cul-ture.15ó rn any case, when Grant r-aunches his own critique
of the universar and homogeneous state, he argues directty
what strauss onry hints at with reticence: democratic
liberalism/econornic capitarisrn (and any purely securar
ideology for that rnatter) is frawed and thus wilr. be powerless
to prevent the tyrannical intorerance and conformism which
stems from the mass society (and thus the form of the
universal and homogeneous state) . rs7

155. G. Grant, ilTyranny and tlisdomrf , l-Og_l_09
15ó. rbid . l-09

rsi ' rn his articre rrThe Political Thought of George Grantff ,H'D' Forbes points out that the difference between crant andstrauss'writing styles may be due tì-tne fact tnJ strauss waswriting from.the yãry neait of rnodernity the united states.Forbest assertion is ãn astute one. a= a German born Jew growingup in the early twentieth century, strauss was futly aware of thedangers of prov-o5itg the ire of i cul-tural rnajority - an av/arenessthat more than likeiy did not. aissipåtãïn"r, he inmigrated into theunited states' cultuiar "merting-pãi;: Grantr o. tle other hand,was not only writing in a more toterant ide.ologicar setting, he wasalso a rnember of canada's traditionai sãcieta-i;rit*' Because ofthis, wê shourd not be too quick t.;;.r-=e Grant for his moral andintellectuar bravery. After ar-r, - it is easy to profess awillingness towards irartyrdom when on" r:.rr more Érr.r, 
-ritely 

neverhave to become a martyr.
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At first grance, it seems armost irresponsibre to paint
liberal democracies with the same brush as one woul-d

repressi-ve regimes such as Nazi Germany. After all, the
policies initiated by the Nazis to promote societal conformism
(such as the atternpts to exterminate Europe's Jewish
population) were extremery brutal and are condemned today by
most people in liberar democracies. yet as much as the
intol-erance and conformism inherent in technologically
advanced l-iberar- democratic mass societies are not as overtry
and bratantly present as they r¡¡ere in Nazi cerrnany, the fact
remains that they are stilr present in these societies, arbeit
in a more benign $ray- The essence of any repressive regime is
the denial of choice in quarity of life decision making. For
Grant, the emergence of a global order based on one set of
value relations especially a r-i-beral democratic/economic
capitalist set, wirl foster just such a Lack of choice.

Grant expands on his conviction in English speakinq
Justice. structuring his book around the thoughts of American
liberal theorist John Raw1s, Grant outlines what he believes
to be the fundamentar flaw of modern secular riberalisrn. A

contractarian liberal, that is a riberal- who bel_ieves that
poricy making should be predicated around the notion of sociaÌ
contract (a societal living arrangement made by a group of
individual-s of equar status), Rawls argues that justice can
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only be actuarized through an understanding of this living
arrangement.r5s Key to this understanding is the distinction
between the right and the good.

Rawls asserts that riberal societies shour_d not define
justice around one view of the good. constituents may have
different opinions of the good and, as equar_ mernbers in the
sociar contract, it would be wrong to subject some to the
moral_ views of other equat members.rse Rather, he states that
justice shourd be based around the right, that is the
underrying set of legitimate (fair) expectations individuals
receive upon entering the societar contract with other rike_
minded individuars.ró0 This scheme of justice as fai_rness
allows peopler âs rational thinkers, to live by their ov/n
private code of good. rn other words, it allows them to be
rnoral self-1egislators. 16r

Grant, hov/ever, does not berieve that hre humans, by
simple virtue of our rationality, have the ability to wirl
justry- Þrithout an overarching universal_ (tirneless) concept
of virtue from which to guide rnoral conductr ir/ê wilr_ falr
victim to our baser instincts, judging (through the power we

r58' G' Grant, Enqlish speaking Jffi (New Brunswick: MountAÌlison University eress, fSZa¡
l5e' J' Rawlsr- rfThe Right and the Good contrasted, in Liberalism

#ea.M.sanãe1(NewYorklNewYorkunivãrsityPress,
1ó0. rbid. 4 6

lól . Grantr r 2g
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have granted ourserves as morar se]_f-regislators) the good by
standards of convenience as opposed to the more stringent
standards of what ought to be.r62 As such, Grant beri_eves v¡e

would be misguided to put our faith in the modern secul-ar
notion of liberal justice. Because of its moral relativì-sm,
it is nothing more than a Nietzschian horizon, a subjective,
man-made shadow of reality, transient in the path of time. À

frawed ilÌusion, it is (and wilL be) unable to contror the
powerfur and often destructive forces of human and non-human
technology, and thus wiÌI be unabÌe to prevent the intol_erance
and conformism inherent in the mass society.163

one need onry examine intorerant actions emanating from
the united states -the fountainhead of modernity and progress

to understand Grant's concerns. Loyalists irnmigrating Èo

canada after the American Revolution, for exampre, hrere not
merely people unhappy over a continental shift in political
poh¡er. Many of thern Left (or were forced out) because their
communitarian tory (conservative) varues h¡ere not welcome in
a virtually complete riberal society.rft Moreover, according
to Gad Horowítz, this expulsion rinoculatedil the united states

162. G. Grant, rfFaith and Multiversityn,
163. rrÀ Conversation with George Grant:,v¡¡vçrÐcl L¡rJr¡ wJ-LIl ('eorgg GranE:9fant in process ed. Larry Schmidt -(foionto:

60

Phj-losophytt in Georqe
Ànansi press, Jg7g, ,L45

r&. G. Horowj-tz , 4s
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from the deveJ-opment of alternative var_ue (ideologicaJ-)
orientations within its borders. r6s

American hostirity towards the soviet union provides a

more recent example of this intol-erance. Much of the American
tension regarding this Eurasian country can be attributed to
ideoJ-ogical conflict. The Marxist/Leninist brand of socialisrn
espoused by the Soviet Union, with its extreme communitarian
outlook towards human and economi-c relations, offered a

cornpletery different approach to progress than the American
value system. Às a result, various us governments have
actively sought to neutralize Marxist/Leninist influence both
within their country and abroad.

ïn the 1-950's, for example, united states senator Joseph
Mccarthy conducted government sanctioned hearings to determine
the extent in which Marxist/Leninist communism had perneated
into the American ideorogical mainstream.166 citizens accused
(or suspected) of having colnmunist connectj-ons h¡ere ostracized
by society at large and often prevented from pursuing their
chosen careers. By adopting Marxist/Leninist or perceived
non-American values, nations run the risk of provoking active
us hostility. castro's cuba, for example, has been under
American economic br-ockade for over thirty years. I{riting
during the time of the vietnam conflict, Grant points out that

rbid.44-45

Christian and Canpbell, 45
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American actions in this Asian country v¡ere imperiaristicr16?

much as European involvement in Africa during the nineteenth
century was irnperialistic.

Canadians also have experienced the intolerance linked
with the forces of modernity and progress. rn Lament for a

Nation, George Grant argues that John Diefenbaker's L963

electoral rnisfortunes s/ere a direct result of his efforts to
distance canada somewhat from the us political and economic

orbit. Because of his attempts to provide canadj_ans with
distinct policy alternatives, the Conservative prime Minister
angered continentarists on both sides of the us and canadian

border. seizing on Diefenbakerrs reructance to obey wíthout
question the dictates of us defence policy, the combined

forces of the North American establishment, which included the
Liberal Party, the canadian press, business and rnilitary
elites, and the American state Department (indirectry), worked

to defeat him in the l_963 generat election.ló8

According to Grant, Diefenbaker's subsequent defeat
marked the end of canada as a distinct poj_iticar unit.
Pearson's Liberals, after assuming office, returned to the
continental- integrationist policy naking path that h¡as

championed by Mackenzie King. rdeoLogical choices presented

167. G. Grant, rrCanadian Fate and fmperialismrf in Technologv andEmpire (Toronto: Anansi press, 1969) 67

168. G. Grant, Lament for a Nation (Toronto: Mcclel_rand andStewart, 1965) 27
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to canadians in quarity of tife decision would henceforth be

limited by the tyrannical nature of liberal-
democratic/econornic capitarist val-ues. How this tyranny has

shaped and is shaping canadian society today indeed if it
has materiarized at alr - witr be explored more fulry in the
third chapter of this thesis.
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CEAPTER TEREE:

TOTÍARDS THE IIODERN CA¡TADTAN TYRÀNNY

Al-l- human love is subject to the raw that ít be boththe love of one's own and the love of the good, and. thereis necessarily a tension between oners own ánd the good, atension which may werl lead to a break, be it only tnebreaking of a heart.
- Leo Strauss: rrl{hat is political

PhilosophyTtt

History is rep]-ete with prophets. rn every age and in
every civirization, individuals crairning to have a special
insight into the Truth have preached their vision of this
Truth to receptive and unreceptive audiences al_ike. Às the
years pass and as the course of human events unfold, these
harbi-ngers of the future are either vindicated in their claims
or they are revealed (charitably) as story-telrers or
(uncharitably) as charlatans. rn any case, it is in the
comfort of hindsight that these people are finarly judged.

Though George Grant never craimed to be able to predict
specific human events, he nevertheress asserted that these
events would unfold within certain rigid specified confines.l6e

rn his frame of analysis, man may have some freedom of action,
but it is a freedom of action akin to the horsers in Arex
colville's painting Horse and Train. As much as the horse in
col-vi1le's painting has freedorn of movement within the
confines of the railway tracks, its colrision with the
oncoming train is unpreventable. rn a sinilar vein, man may

lóe. Grant, Time as History, 12
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170 rn basic- terms, conmunitarians advocate a view of humanrelations that differs from that of social 
"onir.ðt liberals.hlhereas sociar contract liberars believe that communities arenothing more than corlections of autonomous individuáts wtro agreeto. live tcjgether (either as a means to escape the chaotic state ofnature, as Hobbes and Locke,contend, or by virtue oi in"ir ã"p""rtv

-f"5. rational/rnoral conduct, ês Kant ðontends) , communitariansberieve the bonds which tie inaiviauårs in 's'ociety are moresubstantial than this. Thus, though they are ""i necessarilyopposed to liberal- individual freeãom, cämmunitarians such as

be able to some degree shape the forces of modernity and
technological progress, but according to Grant, these very
same forces will read us inevitably to the tyrannicar riberal_
democratic/economic capitalÍst universal and homogeneous

state. rt is a prediction which firnry praces the canadian
thinker in ranks of the prophets and thus, nearly thirty years
after the first pubrication of Lament for a Nation, into the
realm of historical judgernent as wel1.

l^Iith the benef it of hindsight, this chapter wirt
determine whether or not the passage of tirne has vindicated or
condemned Grant's fataristic assertion about canadars
absorption i-nto the rarger us shaped globar culture. This
will be done by first detailing the current por_itical
situation in canada. Enphasis will be placed on seeming
inconsistencies between Grantrs predictions and this state of
affairs. once this is accomplished, it will be ascertained
whether Grant's concerns about the nature of rnodernity and
technological progress have actuarly been deart with within
the broad spectrum of riberar ideology. Despite the
assertions of Hegelian liberals (or communitariansrzo) rike
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charles Taylor and Kantian liberars rike I^Iill Kymricka,
however, it wilr be argued in this chapter that the ideology
will not be able to prevent the societal conformism and rack
of substantive choice in quality of rife decision making

inherent in the mass society. Grant's predictions about the
tyrannicar universal and homogeneous state are actually in the
process of coming about.

***

ïn the twenty eight years that have passed since the
first publication of Grant's Lament for a Nation, a number of
events have occurred which wourd seem to challenge its thesis.
Although firmly linked to continental economic capitalism
(through the Free Trade Agreement) and committed to ri_beral
democrati-c values (with the repatriation of the canadian
constitution and the entrenchment of a charter of Rights and

Freedoms) canada remains an independent political unit.
Moreover, the intolerance and lack of choi_ce which Grantian

charles.Taylor and Michael- wal-zer argue that this freedom is not anend it itself . Rather, they believJthat such freedom should onlyexi-st as a means for individuals to discover and understand thefuIl meaning of their bond with other members of their respectivecommunities- For a more complete assessment of this v-iew ofsocj-eta1 relations, consult Michael I{alzerrs rThe Communitariancritique of Liberalismrr in the February t-990 edition of politicai
Theorv and charres Taylor,s rrcroJs-purposes: The -tiberal-
Cornmunitarian Debaterr found.in Nancy Rosenbluln's f,í¡eratisn ãnA ËñeMoral . Lif e. WiIl Kymlicka atso provides -ãã-:overview ofcommunitarianism in Liberarisrn, cornmuniiy, and curture.
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anarysis links with nodernity and progress has seemingly not
developed to any great degree in our country as well-.

current attitudes in canada outside euebec (coa) towards
minority rights in general and cul-turar minority rights in
particuJ-ar seem to call into question the tyrannical
intolerance of l-iberal democratic values. one of the major
points of contention among canadians outside euebec over the
Meech Lake process, for example, r¡as a possible conflict
between the proposed distinct society clause and the charter
of Rights and Freedoms. The concern centred around the fact
that the Quebec clause might undermine the Charter protection
of minority groups in that province. rndeed, this commitment

by English speaking canadians to a uniform code of minority
rights may yet prove to be a rnajor sturnbJ-ing bl-ock between

them and the French speaking euebecois in future
constitutional negotiations. r71

The issue of homosexual rights is a specific example of
coQ's tolerance in this area. on December g, Lggz, Federal
Justice Minister Kim carnpberr announced a government proposal
to include gay and lesbian rights in canadars Human Rights
Act.l72 Though some homosexuars argue that the proposal
(because it defines marriage as a union between couples of the

17r . À. cairns,
Equalitiêstt, BO

rrConstitutional Change and the Three

r72. "Gay Rights protected r in winnipeg Free press, Thursday,Dec.10, L992
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opposite sex) could prevent same-sex couples from receiving an

equal level of spousal benef its as heterosexual_ coupJ_es ,t t ít
does extend direct formar rights to a societar segment that
previously did not have them. Moreover, the fact that
homosexuals are currentry using the courts and the charter as

vehicl-es to secure benefits for their mates demonstrates that
there are entrenched institutionar means in coe for the
pronotion of greater societar equality. As a consequence of
using these institutions, individuars who have chosen openry
gay or lesbian J-ifestyles are becoming more firnry integrated
into the wider community.

Tolerance for culturar minorities in coe ar_so seems to
call Grant's thesis into question. First introduced as a

national policy in 1-971-,r74 the notion of nulticulturalism has

since gro\^/n to become one of the defining features of our
politicar curture.rTs rn contrast to the conformist cur_tural
rrmelting pottt of the United States, Canada's ncultural mosaicrr

seems to protect and enhance alternative societal outrooks
within the broader community. section 27 of the charter of
Rights and Freedoms, for exampÌe, states that the r...charter

173. Winnipeg Free press Friday December 11, l'9g2
t14 . A. J - Parel 'f Multicul-turalism and Nationhoodrr in Georseed. y. umar (calgary: univer=ffiTCalgary Press | 1-992) j-39

17s. c. TayJ-or, ff shared
New Canada eds. R. f{atts
Toronto Press, J-99l) 57

and Divergent Valuesil in Options for aand D. Brovrn (Toronto: univeiËity-ãã
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shall be interpreted in a manner consístent with the

preservation and enhancement of the multÍcultural heritage of

canadiansrf .lT6 In 1988, ttAr Act for the preservation and

enhancement of rnulticul-turalism in Canadarf was enacted to
ensure that this process would continue.rz

Perhaps the most profound illustration of cul-turaI

minority tolerance in COQ is the case of the natives peoples.

There seems to be a strong cultural preservation commitment

among Canadians towards aboriginals. In a 1987 survey, 612 of

the respondents believed that natives should govern their own

affairs. When respondents were provided with more information

on the issue, their number rose to 73eo.118

Tol-erance and support for aboriginat rights among

Canadians outside Quebec is also expressed at the

constitutional level. Section 35 of the 1,982 Constitution

Act, for example, deals specifically with the concerns of the

Indian, Metis, and Inuit people of Canada. This distinction
between the three broad aboriginal branches is significant.
Up until this time, the concerns of the Metis and Inuit v/ere

not afforded the same political and constitutional attention

776. Constitution Act l-982, Section 27

r77. Parel , r4o
178. I . McKinnon et â1 . , trAboriginal Self -Government and

Canadian PubIic Opinion" in Àboriginal Se1f-Government and
Constitutional Reform (ottawa: Canadian Arctic Resource Committee,
L987) 35
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as status rndians.rTe. section 37 of the agg2 constitutional
Act guaranteed that a First Ministers conference (FMc) wourd

be held within a year of patriation in order to address the
issue of Aboriginal and Treaty rights.l80

Aboriginal issues have been addressed throughout the
Post-Meech Lake constitutionar process as well-. rn their
Report of the speciar Joint committee on a Renewed canada, for
exampJ-e, Gerald Beaudoin and Dorothy Dobbie recommended a

preambre to our constitution that woul-d recognize the
trusteeship of our country to il...Aboriginal peoples,

immigrants, French-Speaking, English speaking, Canadians

alrtt . r81 Their recommended canada clause acknowledged our

historic debt in part to rr...the aboriginal peoples, whose

inherent rights stem from their being the fj-rst inhabitants of
our vast territory to govern themserves according to their own

laws, customs and traditions for the protection of their
diverse languages and curtures. . rr.1E2 rt is interesting to
note that abori-ginars are listed before any oÈher group in

r'7e. A. Cairns, 'rCitizenship and the New Constitutional- orderrl
in Canadian Parliamentary Review Autunn 1992, 3

180. C. McCormick, rrSelf-Government for Aboriginal peopJ-en in
Canadian Parliamentarv Review Winter 1990-l-991- Lz

t8l. G. Beaudoin and D. Dobbie, A Renewed Canada: The Report ofpecial Joint Cornmittee of the Senate and thc Hnrrc,a nf ônmrnnnc
Government of Canada, February ZB, !992, 23
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both the recommended preambre and the recommended canada

Clause.

rn the recent canada Round of constitutional renewal,
nati-ves groups secured a number of key gains. participants in
the negotiations (federar, provincial, and territorial_
constitutional affairs ministers as well as native readers)
agreed, for exampre, that the inherent right of aboriginal
self-government shoul-d be recognized in the Constitution.ts3
Though this would arlow for greater aboriginal cultural and
poJ-itical autonomy - perhaps even the creation of aboriginal
legislatures equal in stature to federal- and provi_nci_aI

legisraturesrsa it wourd not amount to a form of benign
cultural apartheid.lss Like homosexuals and other minority
groups, native peopres wourd have their concerns met within
the institutionar framework of the wider conmunity.

rn their efforts to forge links between this curtural_
minority group and society at Ìarge, the canada Round

negotiators agreed that alr provisions relating to aboriginal

183
.-l

28, L992, i August

r84. rbid . 15

185 rt is-interesting to note that Manitoba Justice MinisterJim Mccrae used the aparthêid. analogy when describi"j tn" nature ofthe province's proposed aboriginal ãourt. Mccrae was adamant thatthe native court remain firmry integrated into the existingjudiciar system-. He expressed cóncern Éhat a separate aboriginalcourt would be tantamount to segregation. For rnore i"a;ñ;Ër;;;please consult rrNative court to cêt iryoutrr in winnlplgr rree press,Friday, January B, L9g3
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culturar and poriticar serf-determination shourd be

accommodated for within the broad confines of the charter of
Rights and Freedoms.rs6 They arso agreed that aboriginal
peoples shourd have special representation in the senate, r87

the House of conmonsrEs as well as consultation in supreme

court candidate submissions.l8e rn fact, of the 60 proposals

made in the r99z consensus Report on the constitution
(charlottetown), twenty five dealt specifically with the
relationship between aboriginar peopres and the wider
community. rf Grant,s vision of an intorerant and tyrannical
liberal democratic/econornic capitalist un j_versal_ and

homogeneous order is in the process of corning about, wourd

such measures to protect the aboriginal peoples and other
minority groups real1y be nade?

Though most canadians outside euebec (as well as most

Quebecois) rejected the proposed charlottetown Accord in a

referendurn herd on october 26, this fact cannot be used as an

example of curtural intolerance towards native peopres. A

Decima potr conducted on the night of the referendum showed

that onJ-y 42 of the respondents in coe who rejected the Accord

did so because they thought rtoo much v/as given to

186. rbid . l-5

r87. rbid. 4

r88. rbid.8
lEe. our Future Together - Fact sheet, Government of Canada, 5
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abori-ginals'.1e0 There is thus no reason to believe that if and
when constitutionar discussions resume in the future, the
issue of aboriginal curturar and political sel-f-determination
wil-I not be accorded the same status as it received in the
Canada Round.

Efforts made by the euebecois to preserve and enhance
their own culturar heritage arso seems to chaltenge Grantrs
thesis. He himself sympathetic to their plight, the Canadian
thinker preferred the cultural particurarity of euebec
nationalism to Liberal prime Minister Trudeaurs ahistorical
cultural cosmopolitanism.tel For Grant, French Canadars
rootedness in traditional catholicism left it outside of the
generar framework of nodernity and technologicar progress,
thus making it better suited to withstand universar_ and
homogenizing pressures from the us than the less nationalistíc
English speaking canada.le2 Despite efforts to preserve their
distínct curturar- heritage, horrrever, Grant argued that the
Quebecois, in part because of the population disparity between
them and Englj-sh speaking North Americans, would eventual-ry be
overwhelmed by these pressures.le3

leo. ftThe Meaning of Norl

ler. rA conversati_on with
Georgre Grant in process ed.
L978) 20

tez . rbid. 14-15
re3. rbid . L4

in Macleants November 2, Lgg2, \7
George Grant - Canadian politics[ inL. Schmidt (Toronto: Anansi press,
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Yet French canadian nationarism has seemingly evorved in
a vray other than the canadian philosopher predicted. Rather
than being swept aside or overwhelmed by the forces of
modernity and technorogical progress, the cur-turar_
preservation efforts of the euebecois have actuarly become

reconciled to and have kept pace with these forces. euebec
sovereigntist pierre Bourgault, for exampre, points out that
the nationalist movement in his province is infruenced by
current world trends.lea fn contradistinction to such
Itsimplistic minds, as the cosmopolitan pierre Trudeau,
Bourgault argues that the nature of modern internationalism,
rather than dj-screditing or stifling the growth of curturarly
particurarístic national movements, actuarly fosters and
encourages them.le5 The more sensitive the euebecois become to
the pressures of int.ernationarism, therefore, the harder they
will push for sovereignty.tro

Bourgaurt/s rine of reasoning is expanded on by the
separatist Parti euebecois (po). rn their submission to the
Belanger-campeau commission, for exarnple, the pe argue that
two worrd events, the corlapse of Eastern European conmunism

and the ongoing trend towards riberalized global trade, are

lea. Bourgault, pierre, Now or Never (Toronto: Key porter Books,19e0) 40

re5. rbid . 42

leó. rbid . 42
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compatible with euebec political sovereignty.reT Firstly, they
point out that the fal-r of soviet communism has signalled an

end to an ttideological and nilitary encumbrancen which had

until this tirne shaped modern international relations.le8 with
the end of cord war politics, smalrer national units will now

no longer need to seek protection within the confines of
greater political empj_res.rry

According to the pe, the ongoing movement towards
Ìiberalized grobal trade (a process that is now being
faciritated by the removar of cold v¡ar trade barriers), is
also cornpatible with euebec independence. since economic

agreements such as the General Agreement on Tarrifs and Trade
(GArr) extend most favoured nation trading status to nations
irrespective of their size, they argue that a poritically
sovereign Quebec witl be guaranteed access to the us and other
markets.2m As a result of this, they state that there is no

longer any reason for the euebecois to seek economic

protection in and to share their economic policy decision
making por^rer with a non-French f ederal government.20r

lt. Parti euebecois, rÀ Sovereign
in Canada Adieu ed. Richard Fid1er
Books, L991-) 3B-39

re8. rbid.39
ree. rbíd.39
2@ . rbid. 40

2or. rbid. 38-39

Quebec in the Global- Vil1agel
(British Columbj-a: oolichan
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Moreover, they point out that membership in international_
economic associations such as GATT and the canada-us Free
Trade Agreement (FTA) will most J-ike1y protect their fredgling
country from possibre economic reprisals initiated by the
newly truncated English-speaking Canada.2æ

The national-istic attitudes of the parti euebecois and

sovereigntists such as pierre Bourgault seem to support
Francis Fukuyama's vision of the emerging globar order.
Though the American writer concedes that traditional cultural
attitudes can hinder the proper deve]_opment of worrd wide
democratic liberalism, he does not believe that these two
societal outlooks are mutualty exclusive. Rather, he argues
that liberalisrn and cul-turar nationarism can coexist if
countri-es based on them respect the rights of arl_ their
cítizen.2o3

Fukuyama also states that in order for stable democracies
to emerge, societies must first have a sense of colnmon

national- identity founded upon a unifying factor such as

ethnicity.2s From this perspective then, movements of national
cultural serf-deterrnination such as those of the slovacs in
the former czechosrovakia, those of the Latvians, Lithuanians,
and Estonians in the former soviet union, and that of the

rbid.39-41,

Fukuyama, The End of History and the Last Man, 2J-6

rbid. 2L6
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Quebecois in canada, because they provide a conmon basis of
identity for their respective peoples, are actualJ_y a by-
product of the ernerging liberal democratic/econornic capitalist
world order. As poriticar, economic, and social attitudes
continue to converge internationarlyr so too wirl societies
seek such seemingly parochiaÌ bases of national- unity to
express these conmon values. rf Grantrs vision of an

ahj-storical, non-nationalistic universal- and homogeneous state
is correct, would political movernents founded upon notions of
cultural- diversity actualJ-y be flourishing as they are today?
More specificarly, would the cultural self-determination
efforts of the euebecois be as forcefur and determined as they
are today?

Despíte these apparent inconsistencies between his
prediction of an emerging tyrannical Iiberal
democratic/economic capitalist uníversar- and homog,eneous state
and the current state of affairs in canada, however, George

Grant is not generarly viewed as either a charl-atan or a story
teller because of this fact. Rather, his ideas have been and

continue to be studied by academics and non-academics arike.
university professor peter Ernberrey, for exarnpÌe, points out
that Grant's works are of enduring achievement.20s Artist Ar_ex

zos. P. Emberley, ,prefacer in By Lovinq our own ed. p. Enberley(Ottawa: CarLeton University press. 1990) )<ii
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c o I v i 1 I e 206 and poet
Dennis Lee2ü rist his vision of modernity as a source of
creative inspiration. rndeedr so popular are Grant's ideas,
that in the early i-99ors alone, a number of articres and three
books devoted to them have been published.

This lasting interest wourd seem to suggest that there is
a rniddl-e-ground between prophesy and actuarity - a threshold
of tolerance offered to harbingers of the emerging Truth when

their visions do not come compretely true. predictions
offered by peopre like Grant then, are not taken as signs of
events that must occur, but as warnings against one possible
future out of many possible futures. rf negative events do

not unfold as envisioned, it can be argued that these events
have been successfully avoided, much as ship captains are able
to steer their vessels clear of rocky shoals and shal_low

waters by heeding the warning signals of a lighthouse.
rn Radical Tories, journarist charres Taylor atternpts to

reconcil-e the views expressed in Lament for a Nation with the
current canadian curtural and poritical situation from this
perspective. Though he recognizes the dangers reÌating to
modernity and technologicar progress, he does not see them as

an inevitabl-e consequence of mankindrs evorutionary process.

206- A. Colvill-e, ttA Tribute to George Grantr in Bv Lovinq ourown ed. P. Ernberley (ottawa: carleton university preJs, l_990) 3

207. D. Lee, tGrantrs rmpasserf in By Lovinq our own ed. p.
Emberley (ottawa: careleton university press, Lggo) 1j_-13
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He believes that Grant's assertions should be taken as a

warning as to what r^re could become.208 Armed with the
knowledge provi-ded to us by Grant, canadians can forge an

independent liberal polity.
university of Montreal professor charÌes Taylorzæ shares

this qualified optimisrn. Like Grant and other such
ffknockersrr2l0 of modernity, he asserts that current trends
towards atomism and morar relativism can read to an alienating
and conformist tyrannyr or as he calrs it, a rrsoft

despotismrr.2ll unlike these critics, however, Tayror believes
that the probrem l-ies not so much in the fact that today's
society is defined by a secular humanistic form of
individuarism, but that the true importance of this
individualism is either overrooked, misunderstoodr or debased
by both frknockersft and tboostersrr of rnodernity arike.2r2 By

discovering the morar current underrying authentic ser-f-
expression (authenticity), the negative features of manrs
evolutionary process can actually be avoided.

208. c. Taylorr ilThrenody: George Grantr in Radical_ Tories(Toronto: Anansi press I J9B2) L4g-L4g
2Ú. Un1ess otherwise stated, all future nCharles Taylorflreferences wílI be to the university of Montreal professor.

c. Taylor, The Malaise of Modernity (canada: Anansi press,
r-991_) 11

21r . rbid. g

212. rbid . t7
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Though Taylor's ideas farl within the broad rubric of
liberal ideology, it is not the Rawlsian social contract
variety of liberalism criticized by Grant in Enql-ish Speakinq
Justice. l,Ihereas RawUs concept of justice as fairness j_s

drawn largery from Emmanuel- Kantrs view of moral autonomy,

Taylor's liberal roots are embedded in the ethicar teachings
of Hegel. At first grance, this distinction may seem trívial.
Fukuyama, for example, sees rittre difference between Hegel's
brand of liberal-ism and the riberar values which have shaped
the united states.2r3 For him, efforts of the disenfranchised
in Anerican society to secure equar civir rights (such as the
struggles of the blacks in the Lgsors and 1960's) can easily
be described in terms of a desire for peer recognítion.2ra

Grant also makes no real- distinction between alternate
forrns of l-iberal-ism. Like Fukuyama, he bel_ieves that the
Hegelian concept of universar history is fulry cornpatibre with
the growth of us liberalisrn - more so in fact (as discussed in
the first chapter of this thesis) because of his conviction
that the united states is the centre of this evolutionary
process. The fact that Grant bases his critique of the
Hegelian universal and homogeneous state to a large extent on

the moral- relativism of RawÌ's Kantian infruenced theory of
justice also shows that he is little troubled by these

2r3 . Fukuyama,

214 . rbid. zo4

, 2O3
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distinctions. rn Engrish speaking Justice, he points out that
it is the parochial arrogance of scholars such as Karl_ popper

and Bertrand Russelr who deny European thinkers r_ike Hegeì- a

p]-ace in the wider body of Engrish-speaking riberalism.2r5
Yet as much as Grant and Fukuyama are wirling to treat

liberal ideology in a broad or frmacror context, Tayror
contends that the differences between Hegerrs concept of
individual freedom and those hetd by social contract theorists
l-ike Kant are significant. According to the university of
Montreal professor, these differences not only provide an
alternate means for humanity in general to shape the forces of
modernity and technorogical progress, they also offer an
explanation as to why canadian culture has evorved distinctty
(and can remain distinct) from that of the united states. fn
order to test Taylor's crairn, this chapter wirr appry his
thesis to modern canadian circumstances. Before doing so,
however, it will be necessary to depart briefly from George
Grant's view of modernity and explore the differences between
Kantian and Hegelian liberalism.

Kant's sociar contract liberarism is based on his bel_ief
that all humans possess within thernselves the capacity for
proper (rational) moral conduct. By virtue of our potential
as fully autonomous moral self-legislators, the German scholar
argues that v/e should be free from externaÌly imposed

21s. Grant, Enqlish Speaking Justice , g1--gz
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constraints to this potential .216 fndeed, it is our dutv
(rnoraÌ inperative) to ensure that our actions, both on the
personal and societar levers, do not interfere with the
freedom of other individuals.ztT Any person, group of persons,
or government who trespass on the rnoral preserves of those
around them, are violating their human dignity.

rn order to ensure right action in our deaJ_ings with
others, Kant formulated three abstract principres of conduct
known as the categoricaJ. rmperative. The first formura of the
categoricar rmperative states that all_ maxims vre devi_se to
guide our individual- affairs are moralty valid only if they
can be applied as universar law.2r8 rf maxims cannot be so

applied (eg through serf-contradiction or irrationality), then
they cannot be considered morar.2re rf chuck for exampre,

feers compelred to cheat on an exam in order to secure his
personal ends, he can judge the moral nature of that action by
considering what woul-d happen if everybody cheated on their

2t6 - T. Hilr .Jr. , rThe Kantian conception of Autononyr in(Ithaca: Cornell University press,L992) 88

2r7. E. Kant, rMetaphysics of Morals:of Virtuerr in The Essential Kant ed. A.
Books I 1-97 O) Ai"7

Metaphysical principles
Zweig (Toronto: Mentor

Kantrf in History of political
Cropsey (Chicago: University of

218. E. Kant, ,Fund.amentar principres of the Metaphysics ofMoral-sfr in The Essential Kant ed. A. zúeíg (toronioi-¡Àntor Books,
3_97 O) 324

2re . P. Hassner, rrEmmanuel
Philosophv. eds. L. Strauss and J.
Chicago Press, I7BT) 590
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exams. rn this particular case, universal cheating woul_d

corrupt the entire acadernic process: people would no J_onger

bother learning and grades would be rendered meaningless.
The second formura dears with the universar nature of

moral autonomy- Because each human being has the capacity to
will rationally (moralIy), we should all be accorded with
equal diqnity- rn order to ensure our ov/n human dignity as
moral agents, hovrever, s/e are duty-bound to treat individuals
as ends in themselves and not just as means to an end.220

chuck's decision to cheat on an exam, for example, is not only
morally r/ürong because it fails to meet the requirements of the
fÍrst formura, it is rnoralry vrrong because it violates this
one as well- Though chuck may secure his personal_ ends by
cheating, he is undernining and cheapening the honest efforts
of his crassmates, thus interfering with their pursuits.

The third principre formarizes autonomy in a sociar
setting. rt stipurates that the rationar_ political order
should be a kingdom of ends - a congronerati-on of morar_ setf_
legi-slators joined together by conmon externar lav¡s.22r As
objective manifestations of subjective wirI, these conmon r_aws

are prescribed by us in order to facilitate the pursuit of our
individual rational ends. By obeying themr Írê are not
submitting to the wir-l of a reader or a government but are

220 - Kant, rFund.amentar principres of the Metaphysics ofMoral-sft, 330

22r. rbid . 334
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actually futfilling our duty as rational, rnoralry autonomous

individual-s.222

Kant's categorical rmperative provides the moral
underpi-nnings for what Charles Taylor calls modern procedural
liberarism. Àccording to Taylor, a procedural l-iberar polity
is one which does not exalt a particurar view of the good

l-ife. Rather, the rationar ends of each individual in society
are given equal status.223 As a Roman catholic living in a

procedurar l-iberar system, for exarnple, chuck has every right
as a human being to live his rife according to his moral
dictates. His B'Hai neighbour Dawn, however, has the very
same right. Neither is justified in interfering with the
otherrs moral pursuits.

The chief function of societal and governmental
institutions in procedurar riberal porities is to ensure that
this equal status is enforced.22a rn other words, they are
tools, instruments, means by which each of us can pursue our
individuar quest for the good rife. They fulfilr- their basic
task by attending (at least in theory) to our conmon,

universal need for what are catled rprimary good.sr goods

which are deemed essentiar to the pursuit of our individual
ends (eg income, medicar care, education, and. entrenched

222

¿¿3

rbid.334-335

Taylor, rrshared and Divergent Valuesrr, 6g-69

rbid. 68-69
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22s. A. Gutmann ,Introductionff in
(erincet"rrr -Ë,

226 - c- Tay10r, rThe politics of Recognition,r in
(princeton:Princeton University ere-ss , tggl)- Sq-

227 ' c' Taylor, rrÀlternatj-ve Future_s,' il constitutionalism,
eds A. Cairns anJ c. Williams(Toronto; university ffiss, l_986) l_95

228. Taylor, The Malaise of Modernitv , !4

personaJ- freedoms).22s By failing to provide (as much as a
scarcity of resources wÍl-r aJ-low) prirnary goods to al_1 members
of society, a procedurar liberar potity wourd be violating the
spirit of the sociar contract. Taylor offers the united
states and (to a large extent) English speaking canada as
examples of procedurar liberar societies.22ó

Despi-te its commitment to individual ser_f-determi_nation,
the university of Montreal professor argues that it is this
branch of riberarism which can rapse into the benign tyranny
descri_bed by George Grant in . Guided
by nothing save a desire to pursue their own individuar_ end.s,
Tayror states that citizens in value neutrar-, procedural
porities run the risk of adopting a fundamentalJ_y instrumentar
or means oriented out100k towards both their physical-
environment and the society in which they ¡ive.z27 In the
first case, traditionar hierarchicar views about the
relationship between humankind and nature tend to become
narrowed and f Iattened.228 l^Iith little regard for the
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intricacies of eco-systemic balance, ani-mals, plantJ-ife, and
the elements are then manipulated and used for the efficacj-ous
and convenient promotion of human freedom.22e

rn the second case, this narrowed and frattened outtook
invades human societal relationships. Because individual
serf-determination is an exarted end in procedurar riberal
polities, citizens tend to become preoccupied with the issue
of rights. rnstitutions designed to safeguard individual_
rights such as bills or charters (and the courts which enforce
and define the parameters of these bilrs or charters) become

more highry regarded than those which demand individual-s to
give of themselves for the greater good of society.23o
According to TayÌor, citizens in these systems are more apt to
exercise their rights in a court of law than to take the tine
to participate fulry in an election (eg, by reading policy
statements, attending meetings, voÌunteering services, and
voting) .23r

Grown alienated from their naturar environment and the
society in which they 1ive, the university of Montreal
professor contends that proceduraJ_ liberals are 1ittle
prepared to deal effectively with the challenges of modern

22e . Taylor, trAlternative Futuresn , Lg6
230. C. TayJ_or, ,Atomismr 

]n phifosoptry ana tne(canbridge: canbridge university eressl-1985) 188-1g,
23r. c. Taylor, rrcross Purposes: The Liberal--communitarianDebateil in Liberarism and. the . Moral Life ea.- ñ. Rosenbrum(canbridge, Mass: Harvard unìveisffiãss, 1989 ) r79-r_go
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technology. Their flattened and narrowed perspectives render
them unabre to see anything beyond the efficacious and
convenient satisfaction of their personar objectives. rn the
absence of an enrightened democratic guiding hand, both
government institutions and the forces of rnodernity wirt
become increasingry subjected to the dictates of impersonal
bureaucratic agencies.232 Though reft free to pursue their own

goars, procedurar liberars, through apathy and complacency,
will abrogate their right as individuars to shape the larger
issues of 1ife.233 rt is a state of affairs which Taylor
believes can be avoided by an adherence to substantive
liberalisrn a socio-political outrook rooted in Hegrel, s
ethical teachings.

Like Kant, Hegel values the rational pursuit of
individuar freedom.23a Mankind's dialectical journey from
consciousness to self-consciousness (that, is from a simple
awareness of being alive to a greater self-understanding as a

creative being) is an internal .ne, requiring persons to
secure within themserves an understanding or ahrareness of
their own human essence.235 unlike Kant, however, Hegel hords

232. Taylor, rThe Malaise of Modernity,, , 59
233. rbid . 97

- :' . Taylor, €harles, (carnbridge:Cambridge University press, tglg)-l.1-
23s- G. Heger, phenomeqo]ogv of spirit ed. A. MilÌer (oxford:Oxford University press,LTTT) f¿_*
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1ittIe faith in notions of abstract morar autonomy
(rnoralitat) .23ó For him, these particuÌar notions of
constructivist individual freedom are enpty and sj_rnpristic,
unabre to capture the fu1l range of what it means to be
human.237

rn basic terms, Hegel argues that there is a cosmic,
hi-erarchicar order of things in the worrd. rt is an order
founded upon a rnutualry reinforcing rerationship between a

transcendent and over-arching spirit (Geist/cod) and human
beings as individuals.238 More specificarly, our identity as
individuaLs is rooted in the fact that we are vehicl_es of this
cosmic spirit and that v/e can only become fuJ_ly sel_f-conscious
indivíduals once hre see ourserves in this capacity.
conversely, this cosmic spirit needs the recognition of self_
av/are human vehicles in order to express rtself in concrete
ways.23e

Human historicar evoJ-ution, accordi-ng to Heger, is
actually the progressive furfilrment of this rerationship. rn
the early phases of human deveÌoprnent, individuals basical_ly
accepted our ptace in this hierarchicar order without

236. c. Taylor, rrHegel:
its critics eã. It. sañaet
L987) 178

237. HegeJ_ , 29-3i-
238. Hegel , 263-264

History and politicsr in Liberalism and(New York: New york Univffi

23e. Taylor, , 79
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question.2a0 However, driven by the desire for peer
recognition, we became overtime,
more av/are of our creative pov/ers as individuals and turned
our backs on notions of cosmic hierarchy.2ar Eventuarry, the
desire for peer recognition wirr- lead us back to the cosmic
hierarchical order - not as victims submitting to the whims of
fate or nature, but as creative, powerfur individuars, furly
aware of our mutualry reinforcing association with Geist.2a2

Because his view of serf-consciousness is contingent on
our relationship with Geist and other peopJ.e and not merery on
personal freedom as such, Hegel argues that our conduct as
rational human beings should reflect this state of affairs.
rn other words, rather than rerying on the abstract and highly
subjective principres of Kantian rnoralitat to guide our
respective quests for authenticity, he states that we shourd
act according to the concrete ethical dictates (sittlichkeit)
which define our interpersonar relations: nameì_y our cultural
values and the instituti-ons shaped by these values.2a3 By

recognizing ourselves as part of a wider societal whore and by
acting freery and rationalry according to this recognition, we

240 . Hege1 , l_3 o

241 . c. Taylor, Heger (carnbridge: carnbridge univers1.ty press,
1.97 5 ) l-61_

242. Hegel , !34
243. A. I^Iood, Hec¡e1's Ethical Th (canbridge: cambridgeUniversity press , l,gtl-l fge
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fu1fi11 ourselves as individual_s whire at the same time
escaping the snares of atomism and purposelessness.24

rt is interesting to note that there are some

simil-arities between Hegel,s view of human rer-ations and that
held by ideorogical conservatives like Roger scruton. Às

HegeI contends that self-conscious individuals should conduct
themsel-ves according to their sittrichkeit, so too does
scruton point out that conservatives find their meaning as

human beings in the ceremonies, traditions, mores, and customs
which concretery refrect the essence of their respective
political cultures.2as Moreover, Hegelrs notion of cosmic
hierarchy is arso more akin to the organic and static
conception of society held by conservatives 1ike Scruton than
it is to sociar contract liberalisn. By linking authentic
sel-f-awareness to the discovery of an estabrished order and
not merery to the whirns of personar choice, he is providing
barriers or l-inits to individuaÌ freedom not recognized by
most liberals.2aó

still-, as much as there are simir-arities between HegeJ_rs

sociar thesis and the ideorogical outrook her_d by
conservatives rike scruton, there are key differences as wel_r.
scruton, for example, places little varue on individual serf_

244. Hege1 | 267-26g
us. R. scruton, The Meaning of conservatism (England: penguinBooks, 1980) 27

u6. Wood, 2sg-2íg
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determination. According to hin, citizens should conform to
the established norms of their societies, placing the needs of
the state above their oi¡/n personar needs.2a7 For Hegel, on the
other hand, healthy ethical orders requÍre the wirling
participation of sel-f-conscious individuals - individual-s who

do not subordinate their personal freedom to the needs of the
state but rather fulfirr their freedom by recognizing the
needs of their fellow citi_zens.

scruton's conservative outlook is ar_so highly parochial
in nature. Although he acknowledges that some states treat
their citizens better than others, he argues that citizens are
duty bound to obey the dictates of their respective national
(cultura1) institutions. By the same token, citizens should
not apply their ov/n cultural standards to other societies.us
Hegelr on the other hand, contends that ethicar orders can be
judged by an arr encompassing yardstick: their abirity to
concreteì-y express the relationship between Geist and SeIf-
conscious individuars. Because self-consciousness is a

necessary component of this relationship and because this
ah/areness can only be realized through peer recognition, Hegel
arques that the universal and hornogeneous state (as the order

Scruton, 19

rbid. 49248
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which best satisfies the human hunger for peer recogniti_on) is
the ultimate model of ethicaÌ life.2ae

At any rate, though Taylor takes issue with the (albeit
non-traditionally) theistic overtones of Hegelrs social
thesis r 

2so

the general theory nevertheless provides the foundation for
what he carrs modern substantive liberalisrn. According to
Taylor, a substantive riberal community is one which is
structured around a commonly held perception of the good life
(eq the vaLues underlying soci-etal institutions, ethnicity,
language).25r The securing and provision of primary goods to
citizens may be a najor end in these societies, but it is not
the exalted end. More importance is accorded to the
fulfillrnent and preservation of the shared moral horizon.252

By supplying individuals with a tangible cultura1 basis
from which to define their identities, substantive r-iberal
polities are simultaneously furnishing them with a

sittlichkeit to guide their actions. Às a result, Tayror
arques that citizens in these societíes, through their abirity
to find meaning in their concrete surroundings, are ress apt

24e. wood , zo7

2so . Taylor, Hegel , s46
2s1. Taylor, rrshared and Divergent Valuesrr, 7O

2s2. M. lrlalter,
of Multicultural_ i_srn
99
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(Princeton: Princeton @ Lggz)
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to be guided by instrumental reasoning than procedural
liberals are.253 They tend to participate more fully in common

politicar projects (eg erecti-ons) and are thus ress likeJ-y to
a1low depersonalized bureaucracies shape the course of
modernity and technorogicar progress. euebec, according to
Taylor, wi-th its stress on ethnic/ringuistic preservation, is
an example of a substantive l_iberal society.25a

The university of Montreal professor states that the
clash between coe's rargely procedurar riberar outlook and

Quebec's substantive riberarisn is an underlying cause of
canada's present constitutionar malaise. Because it is a

rights based society an orientation institutionalized and
borstered by the impì-ernentation of the charter of Rights and

Freedoms - Tayror argues that coe is shaped by two biases: a)
the desire to have these rights offered universarly, without
exception, and b) a suspicion of collective (non-
individualistic) aspirations.255 Àccording to him, these
biases witr- prevent EngJ-ish speaking canadians from ever
wholly condoning the curturar preservation efforts of the
French speaking euebecois. euebec's bid for a

constitutionally recognized distinct socj_ety status wirl
arways be viewed as a potential threat to the

Taylor,

TayJ-or,

Taylor,

frAlternative Futuresil, 2t]-_

ffShared and Divergent Valuesn , 7O

ftThe Politics of Recognitionfr , 6O
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atomistic/individualistic spirÍt of the charter of Rights and

Freedorns .25ó

rronicalry, Tayror contends that this fairure to properJ_y
recognize the primacy of cul-turar preservation is itself
harmful to hearthy individual_ deveropment. He argues that as

situated beings, rooted in our respective curturesr h/ê draw
our perceptions of self-worth rargety from these backgrounds.
rf the preservation of our curtures are not fuì_ry recognized
by the institutions of stater vrê as individuals suffer from
this misrecogni-ton.257 rn any case, it is for this reason that
Taylor states the euebecois wirr rnost J_ikely separate from the
canadian federation. By not having theír ethno-linguistj_c
convictions full-y acknowredged by the wider society, they are
being denied the opportunity to acquire a substantive reveL of
self -understanding . 258

stirrr ês much as Taylor is sympathetic with the
Quebecoi-s bid for cultural determination, and as much as he
prefers substantive liberali_sm to procedurar riberarism as a
model for quality of rife decision making, tensions exist
between the subjective and objective erements of his Hegerian
influenced social thesis tensions which calr the theory,s
usefulness into question. rn the first pÌace, his theory
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requires the individual as a free and sel_f-aware subject to
find his/her unique place in the substantive social order. rn
the second prace, the sociar order, as the concrete, objecti_ve
expression of individual discovery, need.s to be maintained so
that individuar discovery can occur. At tirnes, hovrever, the
health of the sociar order may require the formulation and
passage of policies which seem to curb or Iimit the pursuit of
individuar freedom. The subjective requirements of the theory
are in a sense negated by the objective specifications.

The case of the Quebecois serves a concrete illustrati-on
of this tension. rn their bid to preserve their provincers
historic culture, the euebec government has irnplernented a

number of language laws which linit the freedom of its non-
French constituents. one Iaw, for exampre, forbids immigrant
and francophone chírdren from attending English speaking
school - Another raw stipuJ-ates that cornmercial signs can only
be written in French. A third Law forces companies with more
than fifty ernployees to conduct their business in French.25e In
all cases, individuars are being forced to conform to
standards imposed on them externalry through social poricy and
are not acting according to subjectively reasoned ethical
decisions drawn from their objective (curturar, sociar)
environment.

zse. Taylor, r,The politics of Recognitj-onr , 52-53
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Though Taylor adnits that tensions between individuals
and the state can exist in substantive liberar regimes, he
points out that in circumstances deemed necessary for the
health and survival of the nationar curture, actions such as
those taken by the euebec government (listed above) are
justified. so rong as arl citizens are provided with
fundamental human rights (Taylor cites the apprication of
habeas corpus as an example)260, unequal (non-universar)
treatment of citizens is an acceptable trade-off for the
promotion of the greater societal good. According to the
university of Montrear professor, the ranguage laws passed by
the Quebec government do not viorate any fundamental- rights.
rn this particular case, the survival- of the national cul_ture
takes precedence over the convenience of some of its citizens
to conduct atl of their business in their language of choice.

From a Grantian perspective, however, substantive
liberalism presupposes too hiqh a lever of enlightened
government poricy making for it to be considered a viabl_e or
safe model to guide human rerations in the modern
technol-ogical world. The strains which exist between the
subjective and objective dinensions of Tayrorrs sociaÌ thesis
are complex and mul-ti-layered, requiring careful reflection
and study before being acted upon through national- policy. At
what point, for example, are individual rights deemed

260. rbid . 61,
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fundamental; integrar to healthy deveropment of the sel_f? At
what point can these rights be curbed or suspended for the
perceived greater good of society? At what point do actions
taken to preserve the official cul-ture or outlook of a society
slip into a benign form of conformist tyranny?

As a rrlover of prato within christianityr', Grant does not
believe that any wholly securar political order - not even one
that draws ethicar norms from its concrete cur_tura1
surroundings such as substantive riberal_ regime can answer
these questions satisfactorily.26r By not exalting a love
onets ov/n within the framework of Godrs universal and tirneless
love, he contends that alr societies run the risk of treating
their citizens in a dehumanizíng, instrumental fashion. The

modern euebecois, despite being guided by their ethno-
linguistic aspirations, are no exception.

rn the sunmer of J-990, for exampre, the citizens of oka,
a community near Montreal, became invorved in a land dispute
with a nearby Mohawk rndian reserve. At issue was the
community's attempt to expand a local golf course on what the
nati-ves cl-aimed to be their holy ground. Events reached a

crisis point when Mohawk rnilitants, angered by the cornmunityrs
bid to conmence construction before a final decision on the
issue had been reached, erected an armed barricade on the
disputed Iand. lvithin hours, the euebec government ordered

26r. W. Christian, rtRe1ig,ion, Faith, and Lovefr in Studies inPolitical Thouqht Winter. 1992 64
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the provincial police (surete) to storm the barri_cade a

policy decision which led to the death of one surete officer
and the escalati-on of the crisis into an armed standoff
between the Mohawk militants and federal troops.

Though it can be argued that the issue would most rikeJ_y
have been decided in favour of the community in any case and
though it can be argued that the Mohawk action h¡as a clear
violation of the rule of 1aw, the very fact that events were
al-lowed to escalate to the point they did l_ends more credence
to Grant's view of modernity than Taylor's. Ä,fter alÌ, TayJ_or

contends that the desire and need for recognition is the
impetus behind the cultural determination efforts of the
French speaking Quebecois. would not then an enlightened
Quebecois government recognize this same desire and need among

minority curtures in the wider provinciar cornrnunity? More
specifically, wourd it not, by virtue of its sittl-ickeit,
accord more inportance to the cul_turar needs of the Mohawks

than to the r-eisure requirements of the non-native conmunity?
By failing to contain the crisis indeed by failing to
prevent if from occurring at all_ the euebec government
invites doubts regarding its abirity to effectively appry
liberal rights in a non-universal fashion.

rt is interesting to note that these Grantian
reservations about the viability of Taylor's social thesis are
comparable to those held by Kantian procedurar riberar wirl
Kymricka. trlhereas Grantrs individuarism is rooted in his
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berief that the path to sarvation is an internar one, one that
cannot be imposed on us by external_ means, Kymlicka bases his
societar outlook on similar ethical principles. Arguing that
charges of moral relativism against Kantian theorists like
Rawl-s are unfair and inaccurate, Kymlicka points out that the
rationale underrying procedurar- riberalism is not so much that
freedom is accorded a higher var-ue than morar.ity as a societal
virtue, but that it is up to each individual to decide whether
or not he/she wil-l- act along moral 1ines.2ó2 He contends that
the role of the state is not to inpose a view of the good on
individuals, but rather to ensure that each of us i_s provided
with the materials and freedom necessary to make our oh¡n

choices about the good.2ó3 According to Klrm1icka, the chief
problem with Taylor,s sociar thesis and other such
ffcommunitarianrr theories founded on the values of traditional
societies is that they are excrusionary in nature, depriving
citj-zens existing outside of the official ethical framework
with the opportunity to make their own morar choices.2n

Though Kymlicka crearry favours individual rights over
collective rights, he does believe that our subjective freedom
is infruenced by objective factors. Like TayJ_or, he asserts
that our quality of rife decision making is rooted in our

262- w. Kynlicka, Liberalism, communitv and culture (oxford:Cl-arendon press , l-ggg¡ fZ-f:
263. rbid. Bo-81-
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cultural backgrounds. À hearthy perception of our cul_ture is
essential to our self-esteem.265 For Kym1icka, however, our
societal backgrounds are varuable only as contexts in which we

exerci-se our moral autonomy and are not ends in themsel-ves.
From this perspective, they are accorded the status of a

prirnary good2tr as essentiar to individual_ determination as

is access to education or medical care.

Kymricka argues that it is for this reason that
sensitivity to minority cul-tural rights can and should be an

essenti-aJ- component of proceduraì_ l_iberal polities like
English speaking canada. By denying individuals the option to
express themselves wÍthin their respective cultural settings,
procedurar societies would simurtaneously be denying them

equarity of opportunity in the public sphere. According to
hin then, speciar accommodations made to aboriginar groups by
the canadian government are actuarly a fulfillrnent of a

liberal state's conmitment to individuaÌ rights and not a

distortion of this commitrnent. Native individuals are simply
being provided with the means to make their own quality of
life decisions. 267 At any rate, Kymlickars theory provides a
possible explanation as to why canadian procedural liberalism
has evorved differently than that of the united states and

26s . rbid.
266. rbid.
267 rbid.
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thus in a v¡ay other than Grant predicted. Because coers
liberalisrn accommodates curtural diversity, citizens have a

solid basis from which to conduct their cornmon poJ_itical
projects.

canadians are deceiving themseÌves, however, if they
believe that they can circumvent the intolerant, homogenizing
effects of rnodernity and progress. The combined forces of
technological advancement and liberal values are too dynarnic
to be contained or ignored by traditional cultures. Nothing
can be done to prevent this process. As the fate of the horse
in Alex col-ville's painting is sealed by the rairway ti-es, so
too is the fate of traditionar curtures seared by the path of
tirne. one need onry rook at the case of the euebecois to
prove this point.

The cultural values that made French Canada distinct have
been corrupted by the forces of rnodernity and progress.
Traditional French canadian society was organic, communal, and
hierarchical in nature. The cathoric clergy and a smalI
seigneuríal- cl-ass rured paternalisticall_y over a predominantly
rurar citizenry. Though there was littre social rnobility, few
peopJ-e questioned their assigned roles in life. After New

France h¡as conquered by the British, conmunity leadership
responsibilities v/ere assumed almost exclusivery by the
church.268

268. K. McRae, ilThe Structure of CanadianFoundinq of New societies ed. Louis Hartz (New
History', in The
York: Harcourt,
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Technol-ogical advancements, however, have disrupted the
traditionar mode of riving. As French society succumbed to
the forces of industriarization, they became urbanized.
Liberal- democratic institutions developed in conjunction with
this process. A,rthough the cathoric clergy did manage to
maintain a societal leadership rol_e for a time, their pov/er

v/as eventualJ-y undermined by the securar forces of ideorogical
liberarism and nihiÌistic materiarisn. Today, the people of
Quebec may have their own flag, poritical institutions, and
language, but their basie values are little different from
those held by other people on the continent.26e

This last point reads to the essence of Grant's thoughts.
For Grant, tnationar boundaries (are) only matters of
poritical formalityrzzo when considered against the
homogenizíng infLuences of modernity and progress. physical
differences may exist, but if people view the world and human

rel-ations from the same perspective then these differences are
merely superficial. rn modern riberal societies, some people
may be distinguished from the mass of society by their
intellect and their wearth (as De Toqueville suggests), but
these differences are inconsequential. Technological_
advancernents such as computers and carculators have done much

Brace and World, 1964) ZLg-234
26e. TayJ-or, rrshared and Divergent Va1uesil, 53
27o. Grant, Lament for a Nation, 43
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to promote an artificiar- tever of interrectual parity. The

equality of opportunity component of the riberal value system

also gives people the promise of acquiring their own wealth.
$Tithout any other view of the good life to draw on, the rrrags

to richesfr nyth is enough to pracate the mass of society.
canadians have not managed to escape from the fate Grant

outrines in Lament for a Nation. The core values which have

rnade Canada a distinct societal entity have fallen vict1rn to
the homogenizing forces of modernity and progress. However,

much as the horse in Alex colvirlers painting is lulled into
a false sense of cornplacency by the train's headlight, so too
are canadians being IulIed by an illusion of distinctíveness.
A more careful examination of current canadian society in
general and procedural- liberal institutions like the Charter
of Rights in particurar, wilr show that we have no real choice
in quaJ-ity of 1ife decision rnaking.

Though canadians outside euebec, for exampre, partly
define their national consciousness through nulticulturalism,
it is wrong to believe that this fact is reflective of a

society housing a number of different views of the good l_ife.
Forced to defi-ne our economic l_ives through the dictates of
capì-tarism, and bound together by the liberal val_ues embedded

in our governing institutions, the differences among us are
becomíng merely superfici-aI. we may eat different foods,
worship in different churches, and speak different ranguagêsr

L22



but our quarity of life decision making is dictated by the
same external factors.2Tl

coQ's procedurar riberalisrn may seem more tol_erant to
alternative views of societal relations than the substanti-ve
liberal variety of the euebecois, however it makes no real
commitment to the preservation of distinct curtures. rndeed,

the hostile reactions of English speaking canadians towards

the (fut.iIe) curturar preservation efforts of the euebecois,
demonstrate a lack of tolerance for views straying from those
of universar equality of opportunity. Aboriginars should take
careful note of this situation. with their oqrn cultural
determination efforts firnly rinked to the constitution in
general and the charter in particurar, they courd face simirar
hostilíty if their traditionar val_ues clash with those of
modernity and technorogicar progress. Their case will be

explored more full-y in the fourth chapter of this thesis,
which focuses on the homogenizing effects of COers ]íberal
institutions (such as the Charter).

27r ' B' cooPer, rrThe
George Grant in Process
te78) 35

Political Thought of George Grantr ined. L. Schmidt (Toronto: Anansi press,
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CEAPTER FOT'R:

THE CÀI{ÀDIÀII CONSTITUTION A8 ÀN INSTRUMENT OF TYRANNY

...The values enshrined in the Charter as
interpreted by the courts are Iikely to betreated as fundarnental so that in political

rhetoric they will iltrumpr competing values...
-Peter Russell: rThe First Three years

in rrCharterlandrl

As for pluraJ_ism, differences in the technological
state are able to exist onry in private activities:

how we eat; how we mate; how we practice ceremonies. somerike pízza. some like steaks; Jome rike girrs; some likeboys; some like synagogue, some like the mass. But we alr doit in churches, motelsrrestaurants indistinguishable from
the Atlantic to the pacific.
-George Grant: rrln Defence

of North Americarl

Nineteenth century novetist Victor Hugo believed that
architectural structures chronicle the evolution of human

spirit. Because these structures are designed and built by

people, dwelt in and used by people, and. even maimed and

disfigured by peopre, they can accurately refrect the nature
or the very essence of human relationships in their respective
societies. Hugo wrote his Notre Dame of paris in part to
illustrate this thesis. A fusion of the Romanesque and Gothic
architectural styles, the cathedral, according to the French

writer, mirrors two very distinct societar outlooks. The

rounded arches of the Romanesque styre, for exampJ_e, reflect
a conservative societar outrook a basic acceptance of the
established order of things whereas the pointed spires and

steeples of the later Gothic period reflect human aspirations
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to break out of this mourd and chronicles the creative power
of the hurnan spirit.27l

Though Hugo's representative thesis dears specifically
with bui-ldings, the basic principle which underries it is
similar to the one impried in the definition of political
culture used in this thesis: the subjective nature of human

values is expressed objectively in the external environment.
For Hugo, these varues are represented by mortar, brick, and
stone. For writers of poriticar- curture like Heger, they
become rnanifest within the confines of the institutions of
state. The relationship between societies (as corlecti_ons of
individuars) and their institutions is, from this perspective,
a dynamic one. As much as societal_ affairs are conducted and
shaped within parameters set by politicar institutions, these
institutions themselves are shaped by the attitudes and
expectations of the pority's citizenry. rn essence then,
mankind's dialectar journey towards the Hegelian universal_ and
homogeneous state can be mapped out as a cause-effect-cause
relationship between societies and their institutions.

Because George Grantrs ov/n view of human rerations is
ff supremelytr inf luenced by that of Hegerziz, it too can be
applied to the above schema. canadars absorption into the
universal and homogeneous state is not simpry being

nr - v. Hugo, Notre-Dame of paris (England: penguin Books , tgTB)1,29-r.30

272. Christian, rReligion, Faith, and Loven , 67
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orchestrated by the joint efforts of various intolerant us
administrations and members of canadars liberar_ elite. Nor
will this process mark the end of the country,s superficiatly
distinct institutional_ arrangiements. Rather, the absorption
will occur through the cause-effect-cause rer_ationship between
canadian society and our institutions. Àccording to Grant, we

will- impose the tyranny of rnodernity and progress on
ourselves.

This chapter wirl explore this Grantian assertion more
fuIly. rn doing so, it wir-r show how interpersonar_ and
societal arrangements in English speaking canada are affected
by the varues ernbedded in our seemingry var-ue neutral
procedural liberal institutions. To illustrate the
homogenizíng effects of nodernity and progress on canadian
political culture, this chapter will focus on the constitution
in general and the charter of Rights and Freedoms in
particular. The case of the aboriginals wiÌr_ be used as a
spec j_f ic example.

As soci_etal

all enconpassing.

of institutional_
but also reflect

****

institutions, democratic constitutions are
They not onry defÍne and dictate the nature

arrangements in their respective poJ_itj_es,

and chronicle the basic values, attitud.es,
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and concerns of the citízenry.z73 They are receptacles of
political culture, describing the essence of that term in alr
its compi-exity. By comparing the content and form of national
constitutions, one can gauge the differences between the
polities under study.

Dissinilarities between British and American political
cuLturar attitudes can, for example, be expl_ored Ín this way.

Not structured in the form of a singre document, Great
Britain's constitution is an amalqamation of mores,
conventions, and statutes. rts form reflects the traditional
British respect for community and 1a\^/, trust in the
institutions of state, and deference for custorn and historical
continuity. rn contrast, the us constitution's structure as

a singJ-e wrítten document with an expricit demarcation of
institutional r-imitations of power and a detaired bilr of
rights, mirrors the culturers reverence for individual
autonomy and distrust for externalry imposed authority.

Yet as much as there are differences between the British
and American constitutions, the fact remains that they are
both products of their poriticar curtures. Though the us

document is an outgrowth of revolution, the values embedded in
it r{rere not arbitrarily created when it rras drafted.
According to Roger scruton, the values enshrined in the
American constitution are an inheritance from British coÍrmon

273. Scruton , 46
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1aw. US founding fathers such as Madison and Jefferson $/ere
drawing from their own historical backgrounds when designing
the document.2Ta

At any rate, it is in this general vein that Àl-an cairns
describes the dynamic nature of the canadian consti-tution. ïn
his L97o article rThe Living canadian constitutionr, cairns
points out that the British North Arnerica Act was more than
just a document regulating federar po$/er sharing arrangements.
Nor did it sinply reflect the will or intentions of drafters
such as si-r John A Macdonald. Rather, through interpretation
and practice, the document evolved to fit the changing needs
and expectations of canadian citizens.275 Towards the end of
the article, cairns states that our future constitutional_
arrangements wirl- be just as affected by developing societal
concerns.2Tó

A cursory rook at our current arrangements wourd seem to
suggest that they have evol_ved along line with traditional
canadian vaÌues. The rg}z canada Act - incruding the charter
of Rights and Freedoms (part one of the seven part act) is
apparently conpatible with both the colrectivist and
individualistic erements of our political culture. rn their

274 . rbid.
27s - A. cairns, ilThe Living canadian constitutionr incnãnqe (Toronto: McCLetland andStewart, l_9Bg ) 29

276. rbid . 42
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, t{i11iam Christian
and colin canpbelr point out that the constitutional
provisions made to aboriginals are a crear il-l_ustration of
canadian communitarian sentiments.2n The scholars state that
the charter's notwithstanding crause (section 33), because it
provides the federal and provinciar governments with a check
against the charterrs riberal rights provisions, is another
example of these sentimen¡=.278

view¡roints such as those expressed by christian and
campbell, however, are misleading. They presuppose that the
collectivíst and individualist elements of our constitutional
arrangements are being exercised in an equal fashion. ïf
these provisi-ons are in fact being applied in a balanced wây,
they reÍnforce the underryi-ng cultural attitudes whÍch have
shaped them in the first place. rf they are not, the cause-
effect-cause rerationship between societies and their
institutions will eventually lead to the withering ar/ùay of
both the r-atent value system and its corresponding
institutional arrangement.

when sir John A Macdonard was negotiating for canadars
dominion status, he did not wish to see the country evolve

Christian and Campbe1l,

rbid. 36

36
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into its current decentrarized federar- fashion.zie Distrustful
of notions of popurist riberal democracy and us style federar_
politics, he and his forrowers sought to adopt a governing
arrangement which wourd maximize indirect societal
representation and centralÍzed authority.2B0 To help ensure
the former, he supported the use of an appointed senate - its
primary function being a check to the erected national
assembly (the House of Commons). To help ensure the latter,
provisions such as disallowance and the prerogative of
Lieutenant-Governor vrere incorporated into the British North
America Àct.28r rt v¡as ber-ieved by Macdonard and his
supporters that provisions such as these two would undercut
provincial authority whire simultaneousry promoting
centralized power.

Yet despite Macdonald's convictions and despite the
existence of constitutional arrangements which supported these
convictions, events have unfolded in v/ays other than
anticipated. rn the first case, notions of popurist democracy
have gradually become the norm in canadian politics.
Accordingr to peter Russert, this trend towards greater

2'7e . A. Cairns, rThe Judicial Cornmittee and
(Toronto:Stewart, l-988 ) 44

Its Criti_csil in
McCl_e1l_and and

280. P. Russell, ,can the canadians Be a sovereign people?, in
691

281' A'R.M. Lower, rrTheories of canadian Federalism - yesterdayand Todayrr rn Evolvincr canadian Federãrisn f nng-iana: cambridgeUniversity press, L}SBI n
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societar interest and invol-vement in public affairs can
particularly be noticed in what he terms macro-constitutional
affai-rs that is those affairs which deal with fundamental-
institutional reform or change.282 To irlustrate his point,
he cites such examples as the post-second worr-d war
Newfoundrand referendum, interest over the j_964 Fulton-Favreau
amending formur-a, and the 19Bo euebec sovereignty
referendum.2s3 rt is an overarr trend which not onJ_y v/as

unprevented by the presence of the senate, but one which wírl
most likery l-ead to a reform of the institution along more

di-rect democratic 1ines.

rn the second case, the centrarizing provisions of the
BNA Act were underrnined by countervailing pressures. Alan
Ca j-rns points out, f or exarnple, that provincial
adrninistrations fought hard to prevent any erosion of the
division of governmental powers.2M 28s As an other means to
protect and enhance their

282- Russell, frcan the canadians be a sovereign people?f,, 699
283. Ibid . 69g-699 and 702

284 . A. cairns, frThe Governments and Societies of Canadian
(Toronto:

. a. vq

Federalismrt in
McClelland and Stewart, 19gB) t*

28s. rn Liþerty and comrnunity, Robert vipond states that theef forts of early provincial l-eade. is (the book examines the periodbetween 1867-r-9oo) in combatting the growth of centrarizedauthority vras more than a mere pohrer struggle between competinglevels of government. He argues that thess leaders were actuallyexercising prínciples of seÌ?-deternination whicrr tney drew fromtheir cultural environment (p.g).
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authority, provinciar governments sought to preserve and

expand their territorial base.286 Their self-determination
efforts v/ere further helped by a number of favorabre
constitutionar arbitration judgements made by the British
Judicial Cornmittee of the privy Council (JCpC).287 Thus, even

though various federal governments had means such as the pov.,er

of disall-owance at their disposar, they could not use these
means either arbitrarily or without controversy. Eventuarly,
through lack of practice, the centralizing provisions of the
BNA Act lost their regitimacy at the expense of those
provisions which coul-d be interpreted to support provincial
rights.

A closer scrutiny of our current constitutional
arrangements witr reveal that they too are evolving al0ng
lines other than anticipated by people like christian and

canpbell who define canadars distinctiveness through notions
of ideoJ-ogical pruralism. Though section 33 of the charter
and Part rr of the constitution may be considered as concrete
institutional reflections of our country's communitarian
segments, these provisions are not accorded the sarne level_ of
legitimacy through use and practice as the liberal democratic
ones. The notwíthstanding cl-ause, for example, rây provide
the various canadian governments with a check against a number

286 . rbid. 146-L47

287 . Cairns, rrThe Living Constitutionn , 32
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of 1íberal individuarist rights enshrined in the charter, but
it has only been invoked a handful of tirnes. Moreover,
governments that do choose to use it (as the Bourassa
governrnent in Quebec did over the language issue), hây face
negative public reactions.

rn contrast, the riberal rights provisions in the charter
have become increasingry legitinate through constant use.
According to Russerl, ,r...the supreme court of canada by the
end of the first three years had rendered decisions in four
charter cases, had heard the argument in thirteen and had
thirty-three on its docket waiting to be he¿¡¿. rr28s

christopher Manfredi argues that this trend towards
constitutional liberalism is being reinforced by the canadian
court's increasing use of American judicial precedents in
their own decisions. on matters dealing with sections 7

through 14 of the charter (the sections referring to legal and

individual- procedural rights28e, for example, he points out
that the canadian court . .,has cited i_30 us decisions in
twenty-three cases invorving the charter/s regal rights, which
is an average of 5.7 citations per lega1 decision.r' 2so 2sl

288. P. RusseÌI, rfThe First Three Years of Charterlandr inCanadian Public policy Volume. 28. 1985 378
zEe. c. Manfredi, rrconstitutional Adjudication and the crisisof Modern Liberalismfr in Ge ed. y.umar (cargary: university@=, Lggz) r_08

zeo . rbid. i_o8
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From a Grantian perspective, whatever alrowance that were
made for communi-tarian values in the 1,gg2 constitution Act i_n

general and the charter in particular, wilr be rendered
useless as liberal clauses become increasingry legitimate over
time. Às a resurt, through the normal cause-effect-cause
interplay between societies and their institutions, canadians
will define their quality of r-ife decision rnaking more and
more along atomistic individual-istic lines, while collectivist
sentiments gradually wither av/ay. The inplications of this
trend are cl-ear: much as the horse in ÀLex corvillers painting
is luIIed into a sense of complacency by the train's
headlight, so too are canadians being lulred by the liberal
freedoms associated with the charter. rn actuarity, however,
a conmon set of values is being promoted at the expense of
other values, thus negating any real choice in quarity of life
decision making

2e1- rn their articre frTies that Bind? The supreme court ofcanada and American_ Jurisprudence, and the nevisiän of canadiancriminar Law under the char-tertt, Robert Harvie and Hamar Foster aremore hesitant than Manfredi is in linking us l-egal precedents assources of influence in canadjan suprerne court -ae"i=ion-s. ---rnãv
point out that _Arnerican precedents a-re cited in 1";; than 50å ofthe canadian supreme c-ourt's decisi-ons rendered before i-9g9(p.729) - As nqlh as they stress this fact, hovrever, they do notbelieve that the chartèr . of .Rights and Freedorns representstraditional canadian communitarian-tái.r"= (p.733) . Rather, theypoint out that the ,...court's somewhat setective approach tounited states jurisprudence is..matctrãf ;; its rerativãry consistentcommitnent to liberar valuesr (p.zzs) i Harvie and Foster alsostate that in some areas the canäaian supreme court has rendereddecisions bolstering liberal individuaf rights in excess of theirAmerican counterparts (p.782). For more i"ìär*"tiàn,'ã""=urt theirarticle found in the osqoode Harl Law ]ournar volume 28, 1990.
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The intolerance of liberalisrn towards genuinery distinct
value relations become apparent when considering the curtural_
sel-f -determi-nation ef forts of canadian aboriginals. As much

as schoÌars like WilI Kymlicka rnay believe that these efforts
can be achieved and regulated within the broad parameters of
procedural liberarism, a substantial guJ-f exists between
traditional native values and those which shape the wider
canadian pubric sphere a gurf which nay never be bridged.
According to A.c. Hamirton and c.M. sínclair, the authors of
the recent

aboriginar attitudes towards life in general and justice in
particular are different form those held by canadars
predominantry whÍte European descended society. These
differences in turn have read to actions of misunderstanding
and abuse by the wider society against natives.2e2

Although Hamirton and sincrair stress that they do not
wish to oversimplify the sinilarities between the various
groups and nations when defining the term aboriginal
curture2e3, they nevertheless assert that the core val_ue these
groups all share is a sense of community, kinship, and

2e2. A.c Harnilton and c.Mt
Aboriginal System, 18

S.i.nclair,
>fume 1: The Justice svst.c- ^na *ha

2e3. rbid . 29
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family.zea AlI other attitudes and customs are rooted in this
core value. Thus, whire the cree in northern euebec may come

from a fishing, hunting, and trapping societar background, and

while the Mohawk in southern euebec may have a primarily
agricultural heritage, and whire the two nations speak
different languagesr2e5 they both sanction ethicar conduct
which promotes peace and harmony in the rarger group
environment. rt is a basic outlook which Hamilton and

sincrair contend does not fit welr with canada's arienating
and confrontational judicial system.

structuring her argument along similar lines, Àki-
Kwe/Mary Ellen Turper asserts that collectivist native sel_f-
determination efforts are being undermined by the
individualistic values and rhetoric of the wider predominantly
white, eurocentric society. she points out that terms rike
ttaboriginal rightstt, rrhuman rightsrr, and rrrightsrr in grenera],

are western concepts which do not capture the deeper
spiritual, poritical, and communal imperatives undergirding
the aboriginar plea for cultural recognition.2e6 For her, the
canadian government's efforts to define the aboriginal
struggre within the confines of the constitution and the

2e4 . rbid. 22 and

zes. rbid . 29

2e6. Àki-Kwe/Mary
Canadian Charter of

26

EJ-len Turpel, ilÃ,boriginal peoples and theRights and Freedomsr in Canaãian !{omen'sStudies Volume 10 150
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and the
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Charter and under such labels as rrminorityt versus trmajorityr,

are means by which the dominant canadian cul_ture can avoid
genuinely recognizing the existence of an autonomous peopIe.2e7

Turpel's distrust of canadars liberar individuarist governj_ng

institutions is shared by the ÀssernbJ_y of First Nations, v/ho

made their opinion on the charter clear as early as 1,982 when

they stated that: rrÀs rndian people v/e cannot af f ord to have

individuat rights override corrective right. . .The canadian
charter is in conflict with our philosophy and cultrr¡s.fr2e8

stillr âs much as the Àssembly of First Nations wourd

rather not have the self-deterrnination efforts of their peopJ-e

defined within the framework of coe's procedurar riberal
institutions, pressures from both inside and outside of the
native community nay force thern to. rn the first place, there
is no unified aboriginar position regarding the constitution
in general and the Charter in particular. The Native [rtomen's

Association of canada (NI{AC), for exampre, wirl not support
any serf-government scheme that undermines the human rights
provisíons of the charter.z99 Arguing that they are victims of
patriarchy in both the white and native societies, NwAc

asserts that aboriginal htomen need institutional guaranÈees

rbid. 1s0-l_51-

The Native Womenrs Association of Canada, rrAboriginal l{omenConstitution Debates[ in Ca

rbid. 16
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for both their status as human beings and as members of their
historical community.3m Native leaders will- have a difficult
tirne insulating their culture from the liberal values embedded

in the Charter while a significant nurnber of their members use

it to safeguard their dignity.
secondry, the seeming tolerance in coe for aboriginal

serf-determination may onry be conditional on the process

being defined within the homogenizing varue framework of our

procedural liberar institutions. According to Alan cairns,
canadian culture is being transformed around the notion of
constitutional citizenship.'ot As time go oD, more canadians

are seeing themselves as rights bearing members of a larger
community, with an equal stake in deterrnining the
institutional arrangements of socieLy.t- Because natives are

(at least in the short term) dependent on the resources of the
wider community for their survivar, cairns points out that
their bid for self-government wirr arso be dependent on the
good will of the wider cornmunity. rf aboriginals conform to
the varues of citizenship embedded in our constitutional
order, this tolerance will be secured. rf, on the other hand,

the native leadership persist on defining their self-
determination efforts outside of the l-iberar democratic

3oo. rbid . 1,4

301. A. Cairns, flCitizenship and the Nehr Constitutional Orderfl

3n. rbid. 2
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citizenship framework, cairns v/arns that they may be treated
as foreigners, without any of the sense of social obligation
that comes with civic membership. ro,

rt is an ultimatum which links the plíght of the natives
to that of the euebecois. By not conforming to the dictates
of coQ's procedural liberalism, the euebecoÍs lost much

support for their (futire) culturar preservation efforts. rn
the Decirna po11 conducted after the constitutional referendum,
for exampre, twenty-seven percent of the respondents in coe

who voted no the largest single segrment in alr categories
both tty"=tt and rrr1o, did so because they believed that the
Quebecois Ì¡¡ere receiving too much in the charlottetown
package.3s At any rate, given the cause-effect-cause
relationship between societies and their institutions, and

given the pressure to conduct their bid for self-determination
within the homogenizing value framework of the constitution in
general and the charter in particular, at q¡hat point wirl the
efforts of the natives be rendered equally futile?

canadians cannot arter the homogenizíng effects of
modernity and progress. Traditionar values wilr vanish at the
expense of liberal-isrn and technologicat advancement just as

surely as the horse in Arex coLvillers painting wirr perish
after its collision with the train. Mercifully for the horse,

rbid.6
ffThe Meaning of Norr, Macl_eanrs November 2 Lgg2, !7
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it is being lulIed into a sense of complacency by the train's
headlight. By accepting without reservation the byproducts of
modernity and technologicar progress, canadians need also
never know that they are being denied any rear choice in
quaJ-ity of life decision making. They can satisfy themsel-ves

with the illusion of distinctiveness.

140



coNcLusroN

O Lord, hov/ Iong shall I cry for help,
and thou wilt not hear?
Or cry thee rf Viol_ence ! rl
and thou wilt not save?
I{hy dost thou make me see wrongs
and look upon trouble?
Destruction and violence are before me;strife and contention arise.
So the law is slacked
and justice never goes forth.
For the wicked surround the righteous,
so justice goes forth perverted

-Habakkuk: L.2-4

George Grant's critique of rnodernity and technological
progress is explicj-t and all encompassing. Drawing from such

diverse sources as plato, Hegel, Nietzsche, Heidegger, Kojeve,
and strauss, he outrines the general hray in which human

evolution will occur. This thesis has studied the three broad

arguments put forth in his commentary. rn the first chapter,
Grant's view about rnankind,s progression towards the universal
and homogeneous state r'iras explored. Examined also 1rras his
conviction that the liberal- democratic United States woul-d be

the centre of this evolutionary process.

chapter two focused on his assertion that the universal
and homogeneous state wourd be dehumanizing and al_ienating in
nature. Explored also in this section was his concern that the
tenuous and moralry relativistic values undergirding the
emerging world order would prove inadequate in dearing with
the powerful forces of human and non-human technology.
Lastly, this chapter studied Grant's argument that this
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evolutionary process r,/ould be intolerant to al-ternative views
of human relations and would particurarry mark the end of a

distinct canadian culturar presence in North America. For

Grant, these negative aspects are the halrmark of what he

calls the tyranny of modernity and progress.

Chapter three examined his concerns in a modern Canadian

context. Dea1t with first v¡ere the seeming inconsistencies
between his thesis and current events. Next, the works of
Hegelian liberal charles Taylor and Kantian liberal- will
Kyrnricka were used to explain how the negative features of
mankind's evorutionary process (eg alienation, ideological
intolerance) could have been avoided by canadians after all.
This chapter, however, concluded by reiterating Grantrs theory
about the tyranny of rnodernity and progress. Though

superficially distinct, the underlying factors v/e draw on in
quality of life decision making are forcing us to conform to
universarizing and homogenizing standards. chapter four
showed how we are irnposing this tyranny on ourserves through
the cause-effect-cause interplay between our society and our
governing institutj-ons.

As detailed as Grantrs critique of modernity and

technological progress is, however, and as accurately as it
can be applied to modern canadian circumstances, it offers
very l-ittle in terms of prescriptive analysis. According to
the canadian politicar phirosopher, mankind,s journey towards
the tyrannical us shaped riberal democratic universaL and
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homogeneous state is inevitabl_e and unpreventabl_e. rt is a

viewpoint which can prove frustrating for those who do not
share his religious convictions. After aIr, from a completery
secular perspective, of what value is a politicar outlook
which does not provide hurnan beings with a means to sorve our
own problems?

Yet it is this very outlook which Grant berieves lies at
the heart of our current direnma. By taking matters into our
o$/n hands and indurging in our wirr to masteryr ürê are not
only shaping our physical environment, but are also, in the
process, imposing limitations on our internal growth. For
christians, human freedom is defined as a personrs ability to
discover, through introspection and prayer, the fulr range of
his/her relationship with God, and through this relationship,
to discover his/her relationship with other peopre. However,

because we conduct our lives within the confines of tenuous
and relativistic man-made rnorar horizons, wê are actually
abrogating this freedom.
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